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THESIS ABSTRACT 
 
NAME: Mohammed Nadeemullah Shareef 
TITLE: Detection and Diagnosis of Plant-wide Oscillations 
MAJOR: Systems Engineering 
DATE: January 2010 
 
Plant-wide oscillation assessment is one of the key research areas in process 
control plants. Performance monitoring and control can impact huge economical benefits 
to the industry as the competition and automation advances more. This work presents a 
methodology for detection and diagnosis of plant-wide oscillations. The proposed 
methodology is based on routine operating data and detects the problematic control loops 
by improved spectral factorization based on Genetic Algorithm (GA) search technique. 
The advantage of proposed GA based factorization lies in its ability to search the solution 
space globally. The proposed technique (GA-based factorization), along with existing 
techniques (Independent Component Analysis and Non-negative Matrix Factorization), 
are tested on two industrial case studies. Performance comparison of GA based 
factorization with that of ICA and NMF verifies the improved and efficient results of the 
proposed method for plant-wide oscillation detection. Higher order statistics (HOS) is 
used to identify the reasons behind the poor performance of the loops detected as root 
causes of plant-wide oscillations. 
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 ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﻧﺪﻳﻢ اﷲ اﻟﺸﺮﻳﻒ         :اﻻﺳﻢ
 ﻓﺤﺺ و ﺗﺸﺨﻴﺺ اﻟﺘﺬﺑﺬب اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺸﺮ ﺧﻼل اﻟﻤﺼﻨﻊ       :اﻟﻌﻨﻮان
 هﻨﺪﺳﺔ اﻟﻨﻈﻢ   :اﻟﺘﺨﺼﺺ
 0102ﻳﻨﺎﻳﺮ         :اﻟﺘﺎرﻳﺦ
 
إن دراﺳﺔ اﻟﺘﺬﺑﺬب اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺸﺮ ﻓﻲ اﻷﻧﺤﺎء اﻟﻤﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﺼﻨﻊ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺠﺎﻻت اﻟﻤﻬﻤﺔ ﻓﻲ أﺑﺤﺎث ﻧﻈﻢ اﻟﺘﺤﻜﻢ 
ذﻟﻚ أن ﻣﺮاﻗﺒﺔ اﻷداء و اﻟﺘﺤﻜﻢ ﺑﻪ ﻳﻤﻜﻦ أن ﻳﻘﺪم ﻓﻮاﺋﺪ اﻗﺘﺼﺎدﻳﺔ ﺿﺨﻤﺔ ﻟﻠﺼﻨﺎﻋﺔ ﺧﺼﻮﺻﺎ ﻣﻊ اﺷﺘﺪاد . اﻟﺼﻨﺎﻋﻴﺔ
هﺬا اﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﻳﻘﺪم ﻣﻨﻬﺠﻴﺔ ﻟﻔﺤﺺ و ﺗﺸﺨﻴﺺ اﻟﺘﺬﺑﺬب اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺸﺮ ﻓﻲ أﻧﺤﺎء . اﻳﺪ ﻓﻲ ﻧﻈﻢ اﻷﺗﻤﺘﺔاﻟﺘﻨﺎﻓﺲ و اﻟﺘﻘﺪم اﻟﻤﺘﺰ
اﻟﻄﺮﻳﻘﺔ اﻟﻤﻘﺘﺮﺣﺔ  ﺗﻨﺒﻨﻲ ﻋﻠﻰ اﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﺑﻴﺎﻧﺎت اﻟﺘﺸﻐﻴﻞ اﻟﻤﻌﺘﺎدة ﺣﻴﺚ ﺗﻘﻮم اﻟﻄﺮﻳﻘﺔ ﺑﻔﺤﺺ ﺣﻠﻘﺎت اﻟﺘﺤﻜﻢ . اﻟﻤﺼﻨﻊ
ﻣﺴﺘﻌﻴﻨﺔ ﻓﻲ ذﻟﻚ ﺗﻘﻨﻴﺔ ﺑﺤﺚ اﻟﻤﻜﻮﻧﺎت اﻟﻄﻴﻔﻴﺔ ﻟﻺﺷﺎرات  ﻟﺘﺤﻠﻴﻞ اﻟﻤﺘﺴﺒﺒﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﺬﺑﺬب ﻣﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﺔ ﻃﺮﻳﻘﺔ ﻣﺤﺴﻨﺔ
ﺧﻮارزﻣﻴﺔ اﻟﺠﻴﻨﺎت اﻟﻤﻴﺰة ﻣﻦ ﻃﺮﻳﻘﺔ اﻟﺘﺼﻨﻴﻒ اﻟﻤﺒﻨﻲ ﻋﻠﻰ .  )AG( mhtiroglA citeneGﺧﻮارزﻣﻴﺔ اﻟﺠﻴﻨﺎت 
اﻟﺘﺼﻨﻴﻒ ﺑﻨﺎًء ﻋﻠﻰ )اﻟﻄﺮﻳﻘﺔ اﻟﻤﻘﺘﺮﺣﺔ . ﻳﻜﻤﻦ ﻓﻲ ﻣﻘﺪرﺗﻬﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻻﺳﺘﻴﻌﺎب اﻟﻜﻠﻲ ﺧﻼل اﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﻟﻤﺠﺎل اﻟﺤﻠﻮل اﻟﻤﻤﻜﻨﺔ
ﻣﺜﻞ ﻃﺮﻳﻘﺔ ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻞ اﻟﻤﻜﻮﻧﺎت اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﻠﺔ و ﻃﺮﻳﻘﺔ )وﺣﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻻﺑﺤﺎث اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻘﺔ ﻣﻊ اﻟﻄﺮق اﻟﻤﻄﺮ( ﺧﻮارزﻣﻴﺔ اﻟﺠﻴﻨﺎت
أﺛﺒﺘﺖ اﻟﻤﻘﺎرﻧﺔ ﺑﻴﻦ أداء ﻃﺮﻳﻘﺔ . ﺗﻢ اﺧﺘﺒﺎرهﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺣﺎﻟﺘﻴﻦ دراﺳﻴﺘﻴﻦ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺼﻨﺎﻋﺔ( اﻟﺘﺼﻨﻴﻒ ﻟﻠﻤﺼﻔﻮﻓﺎت ﻏﻴﺮ اﻟﺴﺎﻟﺒﺔ
اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﻠﺔ و ﻃﺮﻳﻘﺔ اﻟﺘﺼﻨﻴﻒ ﺧﻮارزﻣﻴﺔ اﻟﺠﻴﻨﺎت اﻟﻤﻘﺘﺮﺣﺔ و أداء آﻞ ﻣﻦ ﻃﺮﻳﻘﺔ ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻞ اﻟﻤﻜﻮﻧﺎت اﻟﺘﺤﻠﻴﻞ ﺑﻨﺎًء ﻋﻠﻰ 
ﻋﻘﺐ ذﻟﻚ ﻳﻤﻜﻦ إﺳﺘﺨﺪام . ﻟﻠﻤﺼﻔﻮﻓﺎت ﻏﻴﺮ اﻟﺴﺎﻟﺒﺔ آﻔﺎءة و أﻓﻀﻠﻴﺔ اﻟﻄﺮﻳﻘﺔ اﻟﻤﻘﺘﺮﺣﺔ ﻟﻔﺤﺺ ﺳﺒﺐ اﻟﺘﺬﺑﺬب اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺸﺮ
اﻹﺣﺼﺎﺋﻴﺎت ذات اﻟﺮﺗﺐ اﻷﻋﻠﻰ ﻟﻠﺘﻌﺮف ﻋﻠﻰ اﻷﺳﺒﺎب وراء أﻻداء اﻟﻤﺘﺪﻧﻲ ﻟﻠﺤﻠﻘﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ ﻋﺮف اﻧﻬﺎ اﻟﻤﺼﺪر اﻻﺳﺎﺳﻲ 
 .ﻟﻠﺘﺬﺑﺐ ﻓﻲ أﺟﺰاء اﻟﻤﺼﻨﻊ
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CHAPTER 1  
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Overview 
Automation in modern process industries is becoming increasingly important to 
handle the plant’s operation efficiently. The main objective behind the automation of a 
plant is to reduce the manpower thereby reducing the operating and maintenance cost, 
maintaining good product quality, and ensuring operators safety. A typical process 
control plant consists of numerous control loops varying from few hundreds to thousands, 
and a majority of these control loops have the conventional PID controllers. Only around 
one third of these controllers provide acceptable performance (see for example  [1]). The 
remaining two third of controllers perform below acceptable limits, due to the control 
valve nonlinearities, oscillatory load disturbances, or improper tuning of the controllers. 
Recently, a survey conducted by Desborough and Miller  [11], showed that only 16 % of 
the controllers are operating at their best to give the optimal performance and about 36 % 
of the loops operate in manual mode. The Figure 1. 1.1 below clearly shows the 
performance of controllers according to the survey which shows the necessity of 
monitoring the controllers’ performance in a process plant. 
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Figure 1. 1.1: Controller Performance Demographics 
 
All these problems cause the control loops to oscillate. The presence of these 
oscillations indicates degradation in the controller performance through increased 
variability in the process variables. In turn, increase in variability leads to the production 
of inferior quality products, increased energy consumption and larger rejection rate which 
ultimately leads to higher production costs and losses of a company. Thus, detection and 
diagnosis of root cause of such oscillations are crucial for optimal performance of the 
plant and economic survival in this time of globalization.  
Many research studies have been carried out in the area of oscillation detection for the 
Single Input Single Output (SISO) case with success. However, the detection and 
diagnosis of plant-wide oscillations, i.e. the multivariable case, is still an open area for 
research.  Indeed, in a process plant, control loops are highly integrated so as to utilize 
the energy through recycle streams. This causes the presence of disturbance/oscillations 
in one part of a plant to propagate to other loops through loop interactions thereby 
causing plant-wide oscillations. The detection and diagnosis of the source loop, which 
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represents the root cause of plant-wide oscillations is very important. The benefits of 
proper detection and diagnosis of the cause of oscillations is twofold.  
1) It helps in eliminating the problem causing oscillations by suitable well guided 
maintenance actions. 
2)  Make the plant operate closer to the operating limits of the product quality.  
Thus, more efficient methods in control loop performance monitoring that can identify 
the root cause of oscillations are needed. 
 
1.2 Control Loop Performance Monitoring 
The focus on the product quality and variability is increasing in order to remain 
competitive in the global market. The reason behind the increased focus is due to the 
recent advancements being made in the control technology as applied to control complex 
processes. The product variability limits are being reported to be as tight as 1% in some 
applications such as paper and pulp industries. The control engineers normally focus 
more on the performance of the plant during the design and implementation stage. But, 
the performance of the plant while running is not given much attention due to increased 
number of control loops and the limited manpower. The performance of a plant starts to 
deteriorate due to the process changes, wearing and deteriorating machinery and process 
drifts. Maintaining these controllers at near optimal performance can provide significant 
economic benefits.  
The main criterion behind the rise of control loop performance monitoring 
(CLPM) is to obtain needed information about the plant’s performance without disturbing 
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its normal operation. The normal closed loop operating data provides both the 
information about any degradation in the plant’s performance with time and its relation 
with the operating conditions. This helps in improving the normal operating conditions 
leading to achieve the ultimate objective of running the plant close to its operating limits. 
 
1.3 Problem Statement 
The presence of plant-wide oscillations leads to reduced product quality, 
increased wear and tear of equipment, and high losses which ultimately deteriorate the 
performance of the whole plant. In plant-wide control, the presence of oscillations in one 
control loop gets transferred to the other loops due to interactions between the loops. The 
common causes of plant-wide oscillations could be improper controller tuning, 
nonlinearities in loops and external disturbances. The aim of this work is to detect those 
particular loops (also known as the root causes) which cause the whole plant to oscillate 
using only routine operating data i.e. Set Point (SP), Process Variable (PV) and 
Controller Output (OP). A spectral decomposition of the given time trends is done to 
detect the root cause. In addition to that, diagnosis of the root cause is carried out to find 
the reason behind its ill performance.  Based on the results of diagnosis, appropriate 
actions could be taken to improve the plant’s performance. 
 
1.4 Thesis Objective 
 The objective of this thesis is to develop a non-invasive framework for the 
detection and diagnosis of plant-wide oscillations using routine operating data of a 
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process plant. During this work, the above mentioned objective is achieved using the 
following steps: 
• Extraction of useful information from routine operating data using signal 
processing methods and statistical techniques. 
• Study and implementation of existing methods in the literature for finding the root 
cause of plant-wide oscillations. 
• Propose a new approach based on a meta-heuristic technique, namely 
Evolutionary Algorithm, to find the root cause of plant-wide oscillations. 
• Study and analysis of an existing diagnostic method to find the reason behind the 
ill performance of the root cause. 
 
1.5 Thesis Organization 
The outline of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 1 provides an overview of the 
main areas of focus by outlining the objectives. Chapter 2 provides a detailed literature 
survey of the work done in the area of detection and diagnosis of plant-wide oscillations. 
In Chapter 3, study of the existing methods for the root cause detection of plant-wide 
oscillations and their implementation will be presented with case studies. In Chapter 4, 
the proposed method based on a meta-heuristic solution technique is presented. The 
solution technique used in this work is Evolutionary Algorithm for the root cause 
detection of plant-wide oscillations. Chapter 5 presents a method for the diagnosis of 
plant-wide oscillations so as to gain information about the particular problem in the loop 
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detected as the root cause. Lastly, in Chapter 6, conclusion and recommendations for 
future work are provided. 
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CHAPTER 2  
 
 
 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
The research in the area of Control Loop Performance Monitoring (CLPM) 
started about two decades ago and since then, this area gained a widespread interest from 
both the academic community and the industry. This chapter presents a detailed literature 
survey about the work published in the area of control performance monitoring with a 
particular interest in the field of detection and diagnosis of plant-wide oscillations.  
The first research in the direction of control performance monitoring was carried 
out by Harris in the year 1989, who developed a remarkable Minimum Variance 
Controller (MVC), to evaluate control loop performance from routine operating data  [19]. 
It has been found that, theoretically best achievable feedback control performance can be 
obtained by measuring the output mean square error. This mean square error can be taken 
as a benchmark. The current control performance can be compared with this benchmark 
so as to improve the controller’s performance. 
The research was further carried out by many authors (for instance, 
see,  [20],  [35], and  [46]), who made extensions to the control performance assessment 
based on the Minimum Variance Controller. Huang and Shah  [25] worked upon the 
estimation of interactor matrices consisting of process time delays, in order to determine 
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the performance in multivariable case. He developed an efficient algorithm known as 
FCOR (Filtering and Correlation Analysis) for the assessment of controller performance. 
A review of the recent advancements made in the field of control performance 
monitoring is authored by Jelali  [30]. In  [30], Jelali made an extensive survey about all 
the developments made over the years since the development of MVC, and also about the 
software packages available in the market for controller performance monitoring. 
In  [1],  [11] and  [12], authors have made an extensive survey, so as to gain information 
about the percentage of controllers that perform optimally. It was found that only one 
third of the controllers in a plant operate at an acceptable level and the remaining two-
thirds of them are either controlled manually or suffer from various problems. There are 
various reasons due to which the performance of the controller degrades. Among these 
reasons, one can find improper controller tuning, control valve stiction and external 
oscillatory disturbances coming either from upstream or downstream process loops. All 
of the mentioned reasons for the controller performance degradation results in 
oscillations in the time dynamics of process variables. Desborough and Miller, in  [11], 
states that with the improvement in controller performance, nearly 300 Million Dollars 
could be saved annually. Model Predictive Control is one of the latest control 
technologies on rise in recent times. Such technologies are applicable on the supervisory 
level in a process plant which in-turn is dependent on the conventional PID controllers at 
the lower levels. 
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2.1 Review for the detection of plant-wide oscillations 
The research carried out for the assessment of controller performance involve the 
use of only routine operating data i.e. set point (SP), process variable (PV) and controller 
output (OP). The first work in the direction of oscillation detection was performed by 
Hägglund  [18]. He developed a method to detect the oscillations caused by high static 
friction in control valves. He suggested the calculation of integral of absolute error (IAE) 
between successive zero crossings of the control error (i.e. SP - PV). When the 
oscillations are present, the IAE is large. If the value of IAE exceeds the limiting value
limIAE , then it is concluded that the oscillations are present. The method is able to detect 
oscillations online without disturbing the routine operation.  
Thornhill and Hägglund  [56] inspected the regularity of the zero crossings of a 
time trend. Oscillations are declared present when this regularity was high. An estimate 
of signal to noise ratio of the oscillation was also given. Forsman and Statin  [16] 
combined both the integral of absolute error and the zero crossing for the detection of 
oscillations. Their method was able to find asymmetrical oscillations based on the 
positive and negative deviations in the signal. 
Miao and Seborg  [41] proposed an offline approach for the detection of 
oscillations. Their method is based on the calculation of sample autocorrelation function 
of either the controlled variable or the control error signal. The method performs well 
even in presence of noise which is an advantage over earlier developed methods. They 
also proposed a measure which could differentiate a decaying oscillation from sustained 
oscillation. Their method resulted in a U.S. patent (Miao and Seborg, 1998). 
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The research mentioned above addresses only single loop cases. The first move in 
the direction of multi-loop case was made by Ettaleb et al.  [14] and then Ettaleb  [13] who 
proposed an approach in order to localize the oscillations in a multiloop system. The 
method assumed the knowledge of different frequencies of the periodic component of the 
output signal. An offline method based on Extended Least Squares utilizing parameter 
estimation for the calculation of time delay has been proposed in  [13]. Also, a 
performance index based on the time delays between different input-output pairs has been 
developed which doesn’t require the knowledge of interactor matrices. This performance 
index defines an absolute lower bound on the achievable output variance for each output 
which when added altogether gives the overall control loop performance. Although, the 
research is based on multi-loop case, loops are still treated on a loop by loop basis which 
is equivalent to SISO work. 
 
The knowledge of process indicates that interaction within loops is the most 
complex phenomenon. Control loops in a process plant are interconnected so as to utilize 
the energy optimally which obviously saves millions of dollars. One major drawback of 
these interactions among the control loops is that, when one single loop suffers from a 
problem all other control loops connected to this loop also suffers from the same 
problem. As has been discussed earlier the problems in a control loop result in 
oscillations in the time trends which gets transferred to other loops due to control loop 
interactions. Although, there exists many decoupling methodologies which negates the 
interactions within loops. However, most of the time the interactions are necessary to 
optimize the plants performance. This shows that the solution to tackle the problem of 
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oscillations is not to use decoupling concept, rather there should be a methodology which 
could detect readily the problems within the loops. The focus should be on detection of 
the all the loops in a plant which suffer from various problems so as to resolve the 
persisting problems and prevent the oscillations to get transferred to other interacting 
loops. Therefore, research efforts are focusing on finding out the source of oscillations 
with only routine operating data. Thornhill and Horch in  [57], presented an excellent 
review of all the advances made in plant-wide oscillation detection using only routine 
operating data. The research done until now can be mainly classified according to the tree 
diagram shown in Figure  2.1  [54].  
 
 
Figure  2.1: Tree diagram showing the data driven methods for finding plant-wide 
oscillations 
 
The main classification of disturbance detection is based on oscillating time domain 
methods, oscillating and non-oscillating spectral methods and a non-stationary wavelet 
based method. The time domain methods are mostly based on SISO. The autocovariance 
based method by Thornhill, Huang and Zhang (2003) considers the multivariate nature of 
the process plant. The time domain methods and the autocovariance based methods suffer 
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from the time delays and lags in the measurements. Hence, power spectra with its 
property of invariance to time delays and lags, is widely used for the analysis of plant-
wide oscillations. Methods such as spectral decomposition, spectral correlation and 
spectral envelope are based on the power spectra of measurement signals. Matsuo et 
al.  [38] proposed a method based on wavelet analysis for the detection of plant-wide 
oscillations. They diagnosed the reason of poor performance by analyzing valve input 
output characteristics. 
The work done by Thornhill and Hägglund  [56], Forsman and Stattin  [16] and 
Miao and Seborg  [41] could detect the presence of oscillations on a loop-by-loop basis 
which is very time consuming. Thornhill et al.  [59] used a well known statistical 
technique known as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for the detection of plant-wide 
oscillations. PCA is the most common method for dimensionality reduction of high order 
matrices into two or more factors depending upon the application such as microarray data 
analysis, computer networks, etc. In plant-wide oscillation detection, the method was 
applied on the decomposition of power spectra matrix and hence named as Spectral 
Principal Component Analysis (SPCA). Full PCA decomposition reconstructs the power 
spectra matrix over orthonormal basis functions which are spectrum like functions 
arranged in the descending order capturing spectral variation. The main idea used in PCA 
is based on the fact that when a number of variables have same spectral features, then a 
single variable (principal component) can be used to describe it. There could be more 
than one principal component based on the application. The remaining variation which 
couldn’t be captured by principal components is stored in an error matrix. The authors 
also performed PCA on the autocovariance function and found the results to be same as 
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spectral PCA. Inspite of being the most common method for dimensionality reduction, it 
suffers from the drawback of visualization in space, when number of principal 
components is more than three. Even with this drawback, PCA is the most popular 
technique for dimensionality reduction so as to gain information about the number of 
frequencies leading to plant-wide oscillations. The other drawback of PCA is that it 
provides the basis shapes which may have both positive and negative orientations i.e. 
there is no control over the sign of the weights of these basis vectors. More details on 
SPCA can be found in chapter 3. 
Thornhill, Huang and Zhang  [58] proposed a method based on the calculation of 
zero crossings of filtered Auto-Covariance Function (ACF) which could detect multiple 
plant-wide oscillations. Calculation of period of oscillations, regularity of oscillations and 
power of oscillations forms the basis for analysis of multiple loops. The benefit of using 
ACF is the reduction of spurious zero crossings caused by noise as the ACF is not 
affected by the presence of white noise. The presence of multiple oscillatory frequencies 
in a single measurement could also be detected with this method. The ACF method has a 
limitation in its application when it comes to the presence of colored noise and also for 
the detection of low frequency oscillations as it requires large amount of data. Thornhill, 
Cox and Paulonis  [55] suggested the use of information about the structure of the process 
plant in addition to detection technique based on non-linearity index for improved 
analysis. The plant structure information considered is the connectivity and direction of 
flow of materials and heat to include process understanding. 
Xia and Howell  [61] proposed a procedure which could monitor the status of a 
loop and conclude the presence of abnormalities such as oscillations and drifts in multi-
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loop configuration. They developed some statistical measures such as signal to noise ratio 
of the time series to calculate the proposed index known as Overall Loop Performance 
Index (OLPI) that could localize the type of fault. 
Later on, Xia and Howell  [62] used a technique known as Independent 
Component Analysis (ICA) to find out the root cause of plant-wide oscillations. ICA is 
the statistical and computational technique for revealing hidden factors that underlie a set 
of random variables. It works on the routine operating data and isolates the independent 
measurements which are the mixtures of the unknown sources. It works on the 
components or loops which are both statistically independent and non-Gaussian. The 
technique is applied on power spectral matrix which is non-Gaussian and the statistical 
measures such as kurtosis or negentropy are used for the isolation of oscillating sources. 
More details regarding ICA can be found in chapter 3. Xia et al.  [63] also proposed the 
use of ICA to find out the high frequencies of small amplitude efficiently and named the 
technique as multi-resolution ICA. In this technique different frequencies are isolated by 
means of dividing the power spectra in different frequency ranges and then performing 
spectral ICA. Though the ICA technique works well in the detection of root cause 
analysis but it has one major assumption of statistical independence of sources which is 
not always the case. 
Tangirala et al.  [52] proposed the use of Non-negative Matrix Factorization 
(NMF) for the detection of root cause of plant-wide oscillations. NMF provides parts 
based representation that retains the causal basis spectral shapes. They proposed a new 
measure known as Pseudo Singular Value (PSV) which could determine the number of 
dominant frequency components. They also proposed total power plot and its 
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decomposition by NMF which could give correct information about the number of 
oscillatory frequencies. The method could also quantify the amount of oscillation present. 
In detail explanation of NMF method is presented in chapter 3. Xia et al.,  [64], also 
worked upon using NMF but they used the concept of sparseness constraints using which 
they could control the amount of sparseness of basis spectral shapes. Specific level of 
sparseness could be assigned according to the application. An issue with the NMF 
method is that it provides local minima as only one of the decomposed matrices can be 
convex and not both of them simultaneously. 
Tangirala et al.  [53] proposed a new visualization tool known as PSCMAP which 
analyzes the variables with similar power spectral shapes. It is based on the proposed 
measure Power Spectral Correlation Index (PSCI). PSCI calculates the correlation 
between spectra of two signals as shown in Eq. (2.1).  
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where ( ) 2i kX ω  and ( ) 2j kX ω represent power spectra’s of measurements i and j. The 
correlation measure PSCI is always bounded between 0 and 1. The color map (PSCMAP) 
is a useful visualization tool which could differentiate loops affected by different 
frequencies in a multivariate system. The effectiveness of this method decreases with the 
increase in the number of dominant frequencies and with the size of the plant. 
Jiang et al.  [32] proposed Spectral Envelope method for the detection of plant-
wide oscillations. A statistical hypothesis test is used for categorizing the loops 
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oscillating at same frequencies. A new measure, Oscillation Contribution Index (OCI) in 
Eq. (2.2) is proposed for the detection of potential root cause candidate leading to whole 
plant oscillations. 
     ( ) ( )( )
1,
ˆ
ˆ
OCI
2
j
j
β
β ωω σ ω=     … (2.2) 
where ( )1,ˆ jβ ω is jth element of optimal scaling vector and ( )βˆσ ω  is the standard 
deviation of the optimal scaling of all the identified variables that have oscillations. The 
loops with ( )OCI 1ω > are the most likely root cause candidates at frequency ω due to 
their strong contribution to spectral envelope. 
Matsuo et al. in  [38] and later in  [39] presented the use of Wavelets to locate the 
root cause of plant-wide oscillations. The method could also detect the presence of 
multiple frequencies in an oscillatory loop based on Thornhill et al.  [58]. The diagnosis 
was carried out by pattern matching the time resolved frequency spectrum using 
Wavelets along with input output response of each valve i.e. (MV-PV characteristics). 
The drawback of this method is the use of manipulated variable (MV) i.e. the output of 
the valve which is not usually available in routine operating data. 
 
2.2 Review for the diagnosis of plant-wide oscillations 
Diagnosis of the root cause of plant-wide oscillations is also equally important as 
that of detection of plant-wide oscillations. This is due to the fact that, a suitable action 
could only be taken based on the knowledge of problem present in a particular control 
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loop. Taha et al.  [51] proposed a friction index which could measure the valve’s 
deterioration in normal operating conditions by comparing with valve’s static 
characteristics given by manufacturer. This index was developed based on the distance 
between the curvatures of valve characteristics. Their method could differentiate 
oscillations due to friction in valves, improper controller tuning and external perturbation. 
If the proposed friction index had a high value, presence of friction in valves was 
concluded. For improper controller tuning, the closed loop poles of the process were 
analyzed. If the poles were close to zero, improper controller tuning was concluded as the 
possible cause and when the closed loop poles were far away from zero then the possible 
case of external perturbation was concluded. 
Horch in  [23] proposed a method which could automatically detect stiction in 
oscillating control loops based on cross-correlation between control input and process 
output. The method could also differentiate the presence of oscillations due to stiction 
from that of oscillations due to other external causes. If the result of cross-correlation 
between control input and process output is an odd function then the cause for the 
presence of oscillations would be stiction and conversely the presence of oscillations due 
to improper tuning or external disturbances results in an even function.  
Choudhury et al.  [6] used Higher Order Statistics (HOS) for the diagnosis of 
nonlinearities present in a plant. They proposed two new indices Non-Gaussianity Index 
(NGI) and Nonlinearity Index (NLI) based on the estimation of squared bispectrum and 
squared bicoherence. The method uses routine operating data and could clearly identify 
the presence of nonlinearities associated with a loop. The method basically focused on 
the detection of stiction in control valves based on NGI & NLI indices and analysis of 
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PV-OP graphical plots. If the values for NGI and NLI are greater than their critical values 
proposed, then non-linearity is confirmed. In addition to this, if the PV-OP plot results in 
an elliptical pattern, stiction is confirmed in that particular loop. 
Choudhury et al.  [4] proposed the idea of HOS for confirming stiction in control 
valve. They also proposed an idea based on change in controller gain so as to categorize 
an internally generated oscillation from an external oscillatory disturbance. The detection 
of oscillations was done using autocorrelation function based method. The proposed 
method was not based on the analysis using only routine operating data as it required 
plant model details, therefore the method couldn’t be used when working with only 
routine operating data. 
Zang and Howell  [66] proposed a method based on Higher Order Statistics (HOS) 
used by Choudhury et al.  [4] for isolation of root cause of plant-wide oscillations. They 
proposed a measure known as Bi-amplitude ratio which is the ratio between the bispectra 
between the first and the third harmonic. The number of oscillatory loops is assumed to 
be predetermined in this method and the other assumption made is the inherent low pass 
character of the plant which is not always the case. One more limitation of the bispectrum 
analysis is its inability to monitor the limit cycle oscillations due to symmetrical 
waveforms (for example square waves and triangular waves) because the bispectrum of a 
symmetrical waveform is zero.  
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CHAPTER 3  
 
 
 
DETECTION OF PLANT-WIDE OSCILLATIONS 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Oscillations are common in almost all of the processes in an industry. Oscillations 
in the time trends of a measurement indicate the variability of the quantity being 
measured. Excessive variability takes the form of oscillations which in turn represents the 
deterioration in the performance of a loop. Nowadays, all of the process plants are based 
on the requirement of high heat integration for saving energy to a greater extent. This is 
the main reason for a problem occurring in one loop getting transferred to other 
connected loops thereby leading to plant-wide oscillations. Oscillations in a process 
results in the production of inferior quality products, excessive energy consumption, 
larger rejection rates which ultimately leads to loss of a company. Therefore, it becomes 
essential to resolve the problem of oscillations in a plant. The use of only routine 
operating data consisting of Set Point (SP), Process Variable (PV) and Controller Output 
(OP) is on a rise to tackle the problem of plant-wide oscillations.  
In this chapter, we will discuss in detail four of the methods developed earlier to 
deal with the problem of plant-wide oscillations. The focus will be on the methods based 
on spectral decomposition principle due to the remarkable property of invariance of 
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power spectra to phase lags and time delays in a process. Also, a non-data based method, 
based on process understanding is presented. In Section 3.2, the phenomenon of 
oscillations is presented along with the probable causes that lead to oscillations. In 
Sections 3.3, 3.4 & 3.5, the spectral decomposition based methods Spectral Principal 
Component Analysis (SPCA), Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and Non-negative 
Matrix Factorization (NMF) are presented respectively with case studies. Section 3.6 
explains a non-data based approach based on control loop digraphs (directional-graphs) 
to detect the presence of plant-wide oscillations. 
 
3.2 Oscillations and their causes 
3.2.1 Oscillations 
If a signal is periodic with well defined amplitude and frequency, it is called an 
oscillatory signal  [5]. Sine wave, saw-tooth wave and rectangular waves are few 
examples of oscillatory signals. A signal ( ) sin( )x t A tω= is an oscillatory signal with 
amplitude A and frequencyω . Figure  3.1 shows time trends of some oscillatory signals. 
The visualization of time trends of an oscillatory signal doesn’t give an idea of the 
frequency at which a particular response is oscillating. The determination of the 
oscillating frequency is a very important part in the oscillation detection and diagnosis. In 
order to determine the oscillating frequency, a very simple frequency domain tool i.e. the 
power spectrum is used. The power spectrum reveals the oscillatory frequencies in the 
signals as shown in Figure  3.2. The advantage of using power spectra for oscillation 
detection lies in its ability of invariance to phase lags and time delays. 
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Figure  3.1: Plot showing various oscillatory signals 
 
 
Figure  3.2: Power spectra used as a tool for detection of oscillatory frequencies 
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3.2.2 Plant-wide Oscillations 
A lot of research has been done in the SISO case but complexities arise in the case 
of MIMO. As described earlier, in a plant there are interactions in the loops due to the 
recycle streams present in order to effectively utilize the energy. In process control, the 
variability is to be transferred from key process variables to other loops which can 
accommodate the variability. The reason for this being reduced inventory and high heat 
integration in modern plants. Thus if an oscillation occurs in any part of a plant, there is a 
possibility of it getting propagated to other loops due to the presence of interactions 
within loops thereby leading to oscillations throughout the plant. 
 
Figure  3.3: Time trends & Power Spectra of a plant suffering from plant-wide oscillations 
 
In order to detect the plant-wide oscillations, the presence of every oscillatory 
frequency is to be explored in all of the loops to find the root cause. The mere 
visualization of power spectra of all loops doesn’t give an idea about which loop is the 
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root cause or the primary candidate which is causing all the other loops to oscillate at the 
same frequency. An example of a plant-wide oscillation case from  [54] is as shown in 
Figure  3.3 which shows the time trends and power spectra of five loops oscillating at 
same frequency in a plant. Thus, we get only a general idea about the frequencies at 
which the plant is oscillating from the power spectra plot of all the loops. 
3.2.3 Causes of Plant-wide Oscillations 
Faults in a process, either generated internally or as a result of external 
perturbation leads to oscillations in the measurement signals. It is important to note that 
fault detection and performance monitoring areas are different but are interlinked. The 
degradation in the performance of a plant may be due to a fault occurring in any of the 
physical elements in a plant. Figure  3.4 shows the block diagram of a typical process 
control loop wherein the signals r(t), u(t) and y(t) represent set point, controller output 
and process variable respectively. The signals d(t) and n(t) represent the external 
disturbance signal and sensor noise respectively.  
 
Figure  3.4: Block diagram of a control system with internal and external faults 
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The causes leading to plant-wide oscillations can be categorized under internal 
and external faults: 
Internal faults 
- Excessive corrosion and wear and tear of body parts of a control valve which 
leads to rough behavior of a valve known as Stiction. 
- Inappropriate valve size that may cause either saturation or sustained oscillations 
- High controller gain which leads to sustained oscillations 
 
External faults 
- Oscillatory disturbances coming from either upstream or downstream processes 
- Inherent problems in master controller getting transferred to the slave controller 
incase of cascade loops 
- Environmental noise or the noise generated by sensors 
 
Some of the key requirements for the detection and isolation of plant-wide oscillations as 
described in  [45] are: 
- Detection of the presence of one or more periodic oscillations 
- Detection of non periodic disturbances and plant upsets 
- Determination of the location of the various oscillations/disturbances in the plant 
and their most likely root causes. 
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In modern process control plants, the routine operating data i.e. SP, PV and OP can be 
obtained from a Distributed Control System (DCS) very easily. Signal processing on the 
routine operating data is also being utilized currently as an efficient tool for the diagnosis 
of the root cause. Thornhill & Horch  [57] presented a good review of the advances made 
in the direction of plant-wide oscillation detection and diagnosis. Multivariate spectral 
analysis is used more widely as compared to analysis in time domain as the power spectra 
are invariant to time delays and phase shifts caused by the process dynamics. The use of 
signal processing in combination with statistical techniques is becoming very popular for 
detection of root cause of plant-wide oscillations.  
 
3.3 Spectral Principal Component Analysis (SPCA)  [59] 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is widely used for real time multivariate 
statistical process control. PCA is basically derived from the singular value 
decomposition of the data matrix. Details of PCA can be found in Chatfield and 
Collins  [2] and Wold et al.  [60]. The use of PCA in the area of plant-wide disturbance 
detection was done by Thornhill et al.  [59]. As discussed earlier, the disturbance in 
control loops will cause excessive variations in their response which are represented as 
oscillations. In plant-wide performance analysis, it is very important to find all the 
measurements or control loops suffering from a disturbance, as the root cause will be 
among that group. Therefore, the main aim here is to find out all the control loops 
oscillating at the same frequency. Thornhill et al.  [59] performed PCA on the power 
spectral matrix of measurements and thereby named their method as Spectral Principal 
Component Analysis (SPCA). 
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The data matrix X consists of the measurements from m sources, wherein each 
measurement consists of N samples ( N m> ). The rows of the data matrix X consists of 
N samples from a measurement and columns represent individual measurements as 
shown in Eq. (3.1). 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1 1 1
1
. . .
. . . . . .
. . .
N
m m N
N time samples
x t x t
X m measurements
x t x t
→
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  (3.1) 
The rows of the data matrix X are mean centered and scaled to unit standard deviation. In 
the detection of plant-wide oscillations, control error signal (i.e. SP – PV) is used for the 
analysis. This is done just to prevent the false detection of oscillations for the loops 
whose SP and PV are oscillating in phase. The power spectra of each measurement in the 
data matrix are obtained and stored in X as shown in Eq. (3.2). SPCA is performed on the 
power spectra matrix X in Eq. (3.2) wherein, the rows of the power spectra matrix, X, are 
the single sided power spectra ( )P f consisting of N frequency channels up to the 
Nyquist frequency.  
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Decomposition of the spectral data matrix, X, by PCA can be represented as: 
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   (3.3) 
Full PCA decomposition reconstructs the data matrix, X, as a sum of weighted basis 
vectors 1 to mw w′ ′ , which are spectrum like basis functions spread over N frequency 
channels, and t-vectors are the corresponding weights of the basis functions. In short, 
PCA decomposition can be represented as TX TW= . This PCA decomposition has been 
developed from singular value decomposition TX UDV=  such that T UD= and
T TW V= , where matrix D is the diagonal matrix consisting of the eigen values of the 
product X X′ . 
The main idea behind the use of SPCA decomposition is, if all the measurements 
have similar spectral features then, one single principal component (PC) can describe all 
of the variability present in the spectra. This decomposition of spectral data matrix is 
truncated after obtaining specific number of principal components which capture majority 
of the spectral variation. The decision to truncate the SPCA decomposition is based on 
eigen value percentage captured by next principal component. If the eigen value 
percentage of next principal component is less than 5 % of sum of all eigen values, then 
the SPCA decomposition is terminated. A simple 3 PC model can be represented as: 
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   (3.4) 
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As described earlier, iw ′ vectors are the orthonormal basis functions, which are also 
known as loadings. These functions are arranged in a descending trend according to the 
eigen values of the matrix X X′ . The t – vectors indicate the amplitude of the basis 
functions in reconstruction of power spectral data matrix and their elements are known as 
scores. The variance of the decomposition which could not be captured by three principal 
components is stored in an error matrix, E, as shown in Eq. (3.4). The visualization of 
scores in a space gives an idea about the number of principal components needed to 
reconstruct the data matrix. Mostly, two or three principal components capture maximum 
variability within spectra, but, if n principal components are needed for reconstruction, 
where n > 3, then it becomes difficult to visualize scores in an n dimensional space. 
3.3.1 Industrial Case Study 1 – Entech Challenge Problem 
The challenge problem is of a paper manufacturing process from Entech Control 
Inc. The plant consists of paper pulp process wherein the hardwood and softwood pulps 
are mixed to obtain desired composition. The data consists of 1934 samples from 12 
process measurements (tags). The schematic of the plant is shown in Figure  3.5. The time 
trends used here are control error signals (SP-PV) associated with each loop. Some 
detailed features about the process are given in Table  3.1. 
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             Tag                               Special Features 
3                                Slave in cascade from tag 7; in ratio with tag 6 
    6                                Slave in cascade from tag 7; in ratio with tag 3 
    7                                Master in cascade onto the ratio controller tag 3/tag 6 
    8                                Influenced by tags 6 & 9 
    9                                Slave in cascade from tag 10 
   12                               Has feed-forward from tag 11  
Table  3.1: Features of the control system from Entech Challenge Problem 
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Figure  3.5: Schematic of Entech Challenge Problem 
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In order to locate the faulty loops in the process, firstly we need to find the number of 
oscillatory frequencies leading to plant-wide oscillations, and then shortlist the loops 
affected by individual frequencies. The spectral PCA is the most widely used technique 
for the detection of number of frequencies affecting a plant. To have a general idea about 
the oscillatory frequencies, the most common frequency domain tool is the power spectra 
of the control error signals. Figure  3.6 shows the time trends and power spectra of the 12 
control error signals.  
Some of the important points to be noted about data preprocessing are  [58]: 
(i) Mean centre the time trend and remove linear trends before calculation of power 
spectra. 
(ii) Filter the spectra if required. 
(iii) Scale the spectra to the same total power such that 
( )
1
constant
N
i
i
P f
=
=∑       (3.5) 
where ( )iP f is the spectral power in the i
th channel. 
From Figure  3.6, the presence of two dominant frequencies is clear which causes 
the whole plant to oscillate. A low oscillatory frequency of 0.002 min-1 (with a period of 
500 min) is dominant in loops 3 – 10 & 12 whereas the faster oscillatory frequency of 
0.02 min-1 (with a period of 50 min) is dominant in the loops 1 & 11. The power 
spectrum for tag 2 doesn’t contain any clear peak as it consists of noise over all of its 
frequencies.  
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Figure  3.6: Time trends and power spectra of Entech Control Inc. data 
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The implementation of Spectral Principal Component Analysis on Entech data set 
resulted in 2 principal components. Table  3.2 shows the percentage of variance captured 
by each principal component to reconstruct the power spectrum data matrix (X). The total 
variance captured by these two principal components is approximately 99 %. 
Principal Component Eigen Value of COV(X) % Variance Captured 
1 0.369 80.40 
2 0.0858 18.69 
Table  3.2: Percentage variance captured by individual principal components for Entech 
data set 
 
The scores or weightings of the two principal components (PC’s) are plotted 
against each other and such a plot is known as Score’s plot as shown in Figure  3.7. The 
plot shows the clustering of scores over a 2 dimensional plot which clearly says that total 
number of PC’s is two. All of the tags were affected by either of the two frequencies and 
as such the scores in the scores plot lies in two directions. The tags affected by the 
frequency 0.002 min-1 lies along the horizontal axis i.e. tags 3 – 10 & 12 (represented by 
diamond symbols), whereas the tags affected by 0.02 min-1 lies along the vertical axis (as 
represented by circles). Tag 2 consists of only noise and as such the scores for tag 2 
(represented by square) are located at the origin in the Scores plot. Tag 5 has a small 
content of 0.002 min-1 frequency, but was also noisy and due to this, the scores for tag 5 
(represented by triangle symbol) lie along the horizontal axis but are also closer to origin. 
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Figure  3.7: Scores plot of PC 1 and PC 2 
 
The main aim of finding the oscillatory frequencies can be achieved by 
visualizing the loadings or the basis vectors which are spectrum like basis functions. The 
loadings for the Entech Challenge problem case are shown in Figure  3.8. It is clearly seen 
that the peak for PC1 appears at 0.002 min-1 and that of PC2 appears at 0.02 min-1. There 
is also a small peak at 0.004 min-1 which is the harmonic of 0.002 min-1 frequency 
component. Thus SPCA has detected correctly, the information about the number of 
frequencies and the frequencies themselves in case of Entech Challenge Problem which 
causes the whole plant to oscillate.  
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Figure  3.8: Loadings/basis functions of two principal components 
 
3.3.2 Industrial Case Study 2 – Paprican, Canada 
An industrial data set of a Boiler process has been provided by Paprican, Canada. 
The schematic of the process is as shown in Figure  3.9. The data set comprises of 
measurements from 11 control loops, each consisting of 2160 samples. There are four 
flow controllers, six pressure controllers and one pressure indicator in the process. The 
measurement signals used for analysis are control error signals. The power spectra are 
estimated for all the loops to infer by visualization, the frequencies affecting the plant’s 
performance. The time trends and power spectra of 11 control error signals (SP – PV) are 
as shown in Figure  3.10. The control errors have been mean centered and detrended to 
remove any linear trends. It can be inferred from power spectra visualization, that the 
noise is present in almost all the loops.   
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Figure  3.10: Time trends and power spectra of 11 CE signals of Industrial Boiler Process 
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The frequencies clearly visible in the power spectra causing the plant-wide oscillations 
are approximately 0.074 min-1 (period of 13.33 min), 0.1 min-1 (period of 10 min), and 
0.16 min-1 (period of 6.25 min). There is also a low frequency in the range of 0.009 min-1 
– 0.012 min-1. The power spectrum for tag 11 is corrupted with noise along all the 
frequencies which is clear in Figure  3.10. The loops affected by the frequencies 0.074 
min-1, 0.1 min-1 and 0.16 min-1 are 1 – 4, 6 – 8, & 10, whereas the loops affected by a 
slower frequencies in the range of 0.009 min-1 – 0.012 min-1 are 3, 5, 6, 7, 9 & 10. 
Implementation of SPCA on Industrial data set resulted in three principal 
components. Table  3.3 below shows the percentage variance captured by individual 
principal components. The decomposition of power spectra matrix using PCA has been 
truncated after three principal components. This is due to the fact that the percentage 
variance captured by fourth principal component is less than 5 % of total variance 
captured. The total variance captured by three principal components is approximately 
94.21 %. The loadings plot for industrial data set is shown in Figure  3.11. 
Principal Component Eigen Value of COV(X) % Variance Captured 
1 0.0262 73.07 
2 0.0058 15.60 
3 0.0019 5.53 
 
 
Table  3.3: Percentage variance captured by individual principal components for Industrial 
data set 
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Figure  3.11: Loadings/basis functions of three principal components for industrial data 
set 
 
The exact frequency values inferred from spectrum like basis functions are 0.074 
min-1, 0.1 min-1 & 0.16 min-1 for first principal component, 0.009 min-1 – 0.012 min-1 and 
0.12  min-1 for second and third principal components respectively. Some of the basis 
functions also possess negative values due to which their interpretation becomes difficult. 
To overcome this problem, methods like Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and 
Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) have been developed and will be described in 
next sections of this chapter. The scores plot for the industrial data set (Figure  3.12) is 
plotted in a three dimensional plane as the number of principal components are three. The 
clear distinction between the scores of three principal components is difficult. The tags 
affected by 0.074 min-1, 0.1 min-1 & 0.16 min-1 are represented by diamond shaped 
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symbols, whereas the tags affected by a frequency range of 0.009 min-1  –  0.012 min-1 
and 0.12 min-1 are represented by squared shaped and round shaped symbols respectively. 
 
 
Figure  3.12: Three dimensional scores plot for industrial data set 
 
3.4 Independent Component Analysis (ICA)  [62] 
Independent Component Analysis is a statistical and computational technique for 
revealing hidden factors that underlie sets of random variables  [62]. Nowadays, ICA is 
becoming increasingly important to analyze large sets of multivariable data. Details 
pertaining to ICA can be found in Hyvärinen, Karhunen and Oja  [28]. ICA is extensively 
used for blind source separation and feature extraction. ICA was used in the field of 
process monitoring and fault detection by Lee, Yoo & Lee  [34] whereas Xia and 
Howell  [62] were first to use ICA for the purpose of plant-wide oscillation detection. 
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ICA technique utilizes only the routine operating data and has the ability to locate 
faults. Moreover, it can isolate different independent sources responsible for the fault 
(even when more than one source is responsible for one particular fault). ICA uses 
statistically independent and non-Gaussian components and hence, the method is applied 
on the power spectral data matrix which is also non-Gaussian. The model used here is the 
instantaneous mixing model represented as: 
    X A S=     … (3.6) 
where matrix 1 2[ , ,..., ]mX x x x ′=  represents the process variables of m loops, 
1 2[ , ,..., ]nS s s s ′=  represents all the independent non-Gaussian sources, and A represents 
the mixing matrix. In ICA, the main aim is to find both A & S. In Xia & Howell  [62] it is 
achieved by calculating the separating matrix W satisfying the condition: 
    Sˆ WX=     … (3.7) 
where 1 2ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ[ , ,..., ]nS s s s ′= is the estimate of source matrix S, consisting of spectrum like 
independent components (IC’s) of each source, and each element in 
[ ]1 2, , ..., nW w w w=  are known as separating vectors constituting mixing matrix.  
 In the case of plant-wide oscillation detection, data matrix X in Eq. (3.6) is replaced 
by the normalized power spectral matrix P which is decomposed into mixing matrix 
m nA × , where m n≥ , and independent components matrix Y given as: 
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    … (3.8) 
Each of the IC’s iy , represent independent spectrum, and can be found by maximization 
of cumulant based kurtosis represented as: 
   
{ } { }( )
{ }( ) { }
24 2
4
22
ˆ ˆ3
ˆ ˆ( )
ˆ
i i
i i
i
E y E y
kurt y E y
E y
−= =   … (3.9) 
This kurtosis is very high for Power Spectral Density (PSD) of a pure sinusoid and is 
very low for PSD of white noise. The procedure described above for the decomposition 
of power spectral matrix, P, is a standard method for finding independent components 
developed by Hyvärinen, Karhunen and Oja  [28]. The programs to perform spectral 
independent component analysis are readily available in the public domain  [27], however, 
the independent components estimated are not unique in terms of sign and magnitude. 
Hence a post processing algorithm or constrained ICA has been developed by Xia & 
Howell  [62] and can be described in the following steps: 
(i) Step 1: The estimated independent components are scaled/ normalized as: 
    
1
( )
( ) , 1, 2,3, ...,
( )
j
j r
j
f
y f
y f j n
y f
=
= =
∑
  … (3.10) 
where r is the total number of frequency channels for the discrete frequencies f. 
(ii) Step 2: The mixing matrix, A, is replaced by a column scaled version matrix B: 
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     P BY=     … (3.11) 
where, 1 2* ( , ,..., )nB A diag= Δ Δ Δ , and 
1
( ) 1,2....,
r
j j
f
y f j n
=
Δ = ∀ =∑ . In 
order to make the independent components (Y) have spectrum like features, 
absolute values of jΔ  are considered. 
(iii) Step 3: Find the sign of maximum absolute value in each normalized independent 
component jy , and represent them as ( )1,...,jSN j n= . 
(iv) Step 4: Define the constrained independent components as: 
    j j jc SN y=     … (3.12) 
thereby forming constrained IC matrix 1 2[ , ,..., ]nC c c c ′= . 
(v) Step 5: Define the constrained mixing matrix:  
    ( )1 2, , ..., nA B diag SN SN SN=   … (3.13) 
(vi) Step 6: Substitute Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) in (3.8) to get the final decomposition as: 
     P A C=     … (3.14) 
 
Matrix A is known as Component Related Index (CRI) matrix. A high value of 
CRI for an independent component indicates as to which loop is oscillating severely 
thereby leading to the deterioration in control performance. An index known as 
Component Related Ratio (CRR) has been proposed to measure the percentage by which 
an individual independent component affects the whole plant and is given as: 
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  … (3.15) 
A loop with less than 5% of CRR is assumed to be insignificant in the contribution of 
performance deterioration. However, in most cases, SPCA is used prior to ICA so as to 
get information about the number of dominant frequencies affecting the plant. 
3.4.1 Industrial Case Study 1 – Entech Challenge Problem 
In section 3.3.1, we described a challenge problem from Entech Control Inc., 
wherein the hardwood and softwood pulps are mixed to get the desired composition. The 
schematic of the process is shown in Figure  3.5. The data matrix i.e. the power spectra 
matrix, P, consisting of power spectra for 12 control error signals, has been mean 
centered and normalized for analysis using independent component analysis (ICA). The 
time trends and power spectra for each of the control error signal is plotted in Figure  3.6. 
In section 3.3.1, we found two principal components and hence it can be inferred, that 
there would be two independent components.  
The spectral ICA has been performed on the data set and the resulting two 
independent components are shown in Figure  3.13 associated with the frequencies 0.002 
min-1 and 0.02 min-1. In the case of challenge problem, SPCA was only able to find out 
the number of oscillatory frequencies affecting the plant, whereas the ICA also has the 
ability to locate each oscillatory frequency to their loop of origin. The detection of the 
root cause is achieved using the Component Related Index (CRI) matrix. A tag with high 
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CRI value for an independent component gives us the source of oscillation. The CRI 
matrix for the Entech challenge problem is given in Table  3.4.  
 
Figure  3.13: Independent Components associated with Entech data set 
 
CRI IC1 IC2 
Loop 1 0.0147 1.1591 
Loop 2 0.0012 -0.0013 
Loop 3 1.1062 0.0001 
Loop 4 0.9323 0.0107 
Loop 5 0.3381 -0.0001 
Loop 6 0.9309 0.0011 
Loop 7 1.2132 -0.0002 
Loop 8 0.7757 0.0142 
Loop 9 0.9619 0.0008 
Loop 10 1.2421 -0.0001 
Loop 11 0.0477 0.7074 
Loop 12 0.7070 0.1138 
CRR %  80.48 % 19.51 % 
 
Table  3.4: Component Related Indices (CRI) for each IC relative to all 12 tags of Entech 
data set 
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The CRI indices are plotted in form of stacked bar charts to visualize the 
contribution of each independent component in individual tags as shown in Figure  3.14. 
The length of each bar represents the sum of the CRI values for a particular loop. 
Figure  3.14 & Table  3.5, illustrates the dominance of IC1 in 10th loop, with a CRI value 
of 1.2421 and that of IC2 in 1st loop, with a CRI value of 1.1591. IC1 needs to be further 
investigated due to the presence of small peak in the IC1 plot. Hence in conclusion it can 
is clear that the reason for plant-wide oscillations are the loops 1 & 10. The Component 
Related Ratio (CRR) is used to show the contribution of each independent component in 
plant-wide oscillations as is shown in Figure  3.15. 
 
 
Figure  3.14: Stacked bars showing the contribution of each IC in individual tags 
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Figure  3.15: Percentage contribution of IC's in plant-wide oscillations for Entech data set 
 
3.4.2 Industrial Case Study 2 – Paprican, Canada 
The industrial case study of a Boiler process consisting of eleven loops, described 
in section 3.3.2, is used here for analysis using Independent Component Analysis (ICA). 
The schematic of the process and the time trends and power spectra pertaining to each of 
the control error signal are illustrated in Figure  3.9 and Figure  3.10 respectively. Analysis 
of this case study using Spectral Principal Component Analysis resulted in three principal 
components and hence same number of independent components could be found using 
ICA. 
The power spectra matrix has been mean centered and normalized before 
decomposing it using ICA. The use of ICA resulted in three independent components as 
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shown in Figure  3.16. The decomposition of data matrix in ICA results in IC’s which are 
only positive, unlike SPCA (Figure  3.11) wherein the loadings also take negative values. 
 
Figure  3.16: Independent Components associated with Industrial Boiler data 
 
The frequencies associated with three independent components are 0.1 min-1, 
0.009 min-1 and 0.0145 min-1. The root causes behind the presence of three oscillatory 
frequencies are found using Component Related Index values as shown in Table  3.5. 
Figure  3.17 shows the plot of stacked bars representing the contribution of each IC for 
oscillations in individual loops. Table  3.5 and Figure  3.17 illustrates the dominance of 
IC1, with a CRI of 1.4068 in loop 14FC0620 and that of IC2 and IC3, with CRI values of 
0.5160 and 1.0751 respectively in 14PC0603. The dominance of IC2 and IC3 in a single 
loop is suspicious in this case, relative to the assumption of statistical independence of 
individual sources, in ICA.  
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CRI Tag Name IC1 IC2 IC3 
Loop 1 14PC0622 1.1909 0.0461 0.1849 
Loop 2 14FC0620 1.4068 0.0643 0.2296 
Loop 3 14FC0922 1.3558 0.1250 0.3588 
Loop 4 14FC0902 1.0615 0.0448 0.1395 
Loop 5 14PC0603 0.3410 0.5160 1.0751 
Loop 6 14PC0609 1.1900 0.2215 0.4861 
Loop 7 14PC900A 1.3463 0.1766 0.2930 
Loop 8 14PC0907 0.4775 0.0118 0.0463 
Loop 9 14PC1204 0.0487 0.0288 0.0241 
Loop 10 14PY900A 1.3425 0.1775 0.2942 
Loop 11 14FC0618 0.0031 -0.0009 0.0031 
CRR %  68.23 % 9.86 % 21.91 % 
 
Table  3.5: Component Related Indices (CRI) for each IC relative to all the 11 tags for 
Industrial Boiler Process 
 
 
Figure  3.17: Contribution of each IC in individual tags for Industrial Boiler data set 
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CRR is used to detect the influence of each IC, which altogether causes oscillations in the 
whole plant. The higher the value of CRR associated with a loop, the stronger is its 
influence resulting in plant-wide oscillations. Therefore, a loop with the highest CRR 
value should be given the top priority as it is the main root cause for plant-wide 
oscillations. Incase of industrial case study of a Boiler process, the highest value of CRR 
is associated with 14FC0620 (Figure  3.18), and hence it is the prime target to remove 
oscillations in the plant. 
 
 
Figure  3.18: Percentage variance captured by each IC for Industrial Boiler data 
 
3.5 Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF)  [52] 
Non-negative Matrix Factorization provides parts based representation of 
multivariate data such that causal basis spectral shapes are retained. NMF has been 
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extensively used in the area of image analysis, chemometrics and pattern recognition. In 
NMF, the spectral source doesn’t need to be orthogonal, as incase of PCA to find 
principal components. It is due to this orthogonality property of PCA that, it consists of 
both positive and negative values of loadings. This problem is overcome with the use of 
NMF, which considers only non-negative entries for decomposition and also it doesn’t 
pose any statistical assumption on sources as in case of ICA. Details pertaining to NMF 
can be found in  [9] and  [10]. Consideration of sparseness concept with NMF has been 
provided by Hoyer  [24]. The remarkable use of NMF for detection of plant-wide 
oscillations was made by Tangirala et al.  [52]. 
In Tangirala et al.  [52], the multivariate data matrix is decomposed into product 
of two non-negative matrices using NMF, which represent basis vectors and basis 
weights.  
N M N r r MX B W E× × ×= +    … (3.16) 
where X is N×M (M ?  N) data matrix, which here is represented by the power spectra 
matrix. Each column of X represents power spectra for individual tags. The matrix B of 
size N×r represents the basis vectors or basis spectral shapes, where r is the reduced 
dimension. The matrix W of size r×M represents the basis weights. The matrix E 
represents the residual error of reconstruction of original spectral matrix. The residual 
error in matrix E is zero if r = M. Thus matrix X can be represented in rank reduced form 
as: 
      
1
r
i ik k
k
X B Wμ μ
=
≈ ∑    … (3.17) 
The power spectra matrix is mean centered and normalized such that the total 
spectral content over all frequencies is unity. Iterative optimization of the cost function 
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representing the nearness of X to BW provides solution to NMF. The Euclidean distance 
based cost function is the most commonly used cost function represented as: 
    2X BW e− =    … (3.18) 
The objective here is to minimize error e in equation (3.18). The error is zero when the 
product BW exactly reconstructs the data matrix X. The condition imposed here by NMF 
is that the elements{ } { }, 0ik kjb w ≥ .  
In order to reach the objective of minimizing the reconstruction error between X 
and BW, two update rules exist which can be stated as: 
      
T
ka
ka ka T T
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T
aj
aj aj T
aj
XW
B B
B WW
B X
W W
B BW
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦← ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦← ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
      … (3.19) 
where ajW refers to a
th row of W and kaB refers to a
th column of B. The proof of 
convergence for the above stated multiplicative update rules can be found in Lee and 
Seung  [9]. The initialization of matrices B & W is an open ended issue, but most of the 
researchers have used random non-negative matrices. Tangirala et al.  [52] proposed the 
use of SVD for the initialization of matrices B & W, as it gives better solution when 
compared to random initialization. 
Note: The cost function in Eq. (3.18) is convex either in B or W, but not in both 
simultaneously. This shows that only a locally optimum solution exists for the given cost 
function using NMF method.  
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A new concept of total power plot has been introduced in Tangirala et al.  [52]. 
The power spectra’s associated with each tag in a data matrix are added up at their 
respective frequencies as given in Eq. (3.20). It provides a good overview of all the 
existing oscillatory frequencies in a plant, thereby leading to plant-wide oscillations. 
   ( ) ( )
1
M
T l j l
j
X f X f
=
= ∑    … (3.20) 
where jX is the power spectrum associated with measurement j.  
The Non-negative Matrix Factorization of the power spectra matrix X into B & W 
can be interpreted as the decomposition of the total power TX  into spectra like individual 
power components provided by each basis shape which can be formulated as: 
( )
1
for 1,...,
M
k k kj
j
C B W k r
=
= =∑    … (3.21) 
where kC  is the spectrum like power component due to k
th basis shape, kB  is the k
th 
column of B, and kjW is the k
th  element of jth variable corresponding to kB . 
 A novel measure termed as Pseudo Singular Value (PSV) has been proposed to 
determine the basis size. The PSV is based on the incremental variance captured by each 
power component relative to the total power. The PSV for jth basis shape can be 
represented as: 
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where kC is the k
th power component and TX is the total power. The PSV is in the range 
of [0 1] with a value closer to 1 indicating strong influence of the corresponding basis 
shape (i.e. the power captured by that particular power component completely describes 
the total power) and a value closer to 0 indicates negligible influence. The PSV’s for all 
the variables are calculated at once in the order power components are obtained and then 
rearranged in the decreasing order. If the first r power components are able to represent 
total power then the remaining M – r power components are set equal to zero. 
The basis weights obtained are a good measure to indicate the strength of each 
power component but when noise overshadows the power content, it cannot represent 
efficiently the strength of each power component. Hence a novel measure that indicates 
the correct strength of a particular power component even in presence of noise is 
proposed and is termed as ‘Strength Factor’ (SF). The Strength Factor can be interpreted 
as the decomposition of the individual spectra into its constituent components. The 
Strength Factors are calculated after reordering basis shapes and corresponding weights 
in the order PSV’s are rearranged. The Strength Factor of kth power component is given 
as: 
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… (3.22) 
 
 
SF can be analogously represented as PSV. SF lies within the range of [0 1] with 
a value of 1 indicating that kth power component entirely captures the spectral behavior 
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of jth measurement and a value equal to zero indicating negligible presence of kth power 
component in jth measurement. The summation of SF’s of r reduced components is less 
than or equal to unity i.e. 
1
1
r
lj
k
SF j
=
≤ ∀∑ . 
 
3.5.1 Industrial Case Study 1 – Entech Challenge Problem 
The example described in section 3.3.1 is considered here to illustrate the 
effectiveness of NMF over SPCA and ICA. The process is a challenge problem from 
Entech Control Inc consisting of a pulp manufacturing process. Hardwood and softwood 
are mixed to get the resulting pulp in desired proportion. The schematic of the setup is 
shown in Figure  3.5. The data consists of control error signals from 12 process 
measurement tags. The power spectra of 12 control error signals are mean centered and 
normalized before the analysis using Non-Negative Matrix Factorization. The time trends 
and power spectra of all the 12 tags are presented in Figure  3.6. 
The analysis of this data set using SPCA and ICA resulted in two principal and 
independent components. The frequencies for these two components were found to be 
0.002 min-1 and 0.02 min-1. The number of principal components was found based on the 
percentage variance captured by them which shouldn’t be less than 5 %. Two novel 
measures known as total power plot and Pseudo Singular Value (PSV) has been 
presented in  [52]. The visualization of total power plot could illustrate the total number of 
oscillatory frequencies affecting the whole plant and same is the case with PSV, which 
could determine the number of dominant components capturing maximum variance. The 
total power plot and PSV’s are shown in Figure  3.19 and Figure  3.20 respectively. If we 
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see the total power plot in Figure  3.19, we could clearly see strong peaks at frequencies 
0.002 min-1 (period of 500 min) and 0.02 min-1 (period of 50 min). There is also a small 
peak at 0.004 min-1 with a period of 250 min which was not discovered with SPCA and 
ICA. 
 
Figure  3.19: Total power plot for Entech data set 
 
It is inferred from Figure  3.20 that PSV’s beyond three are very small and hence 
can be neglected. The use of NMF for Entech data set results in three power components 
which provides basis shapes as shown in Figure  3.21. The strength factors associated 
with each power component provides the quantitative information about the influence of 
individual power component in each of the measurements as shown in Figure  3.22. 
Table  3.6 shows the ranking of loops in accordance with the effected frequencies. 
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Figure  3.20: Pseudo Singular Values obtained in Entech data set 
 
Figure  3.21: Total power plot and its decomposition using NMF for Entech data set 
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Figure  3.22: Condensed plot showing the stacked strength factors in 12 tags for Entech 
data set 
 
Component Frequencies Measurements (ranked in order) 
1 0.002 10, 3, 7, 4, 5, 6, 12, 9, 8, 1, 2, 11 
2 0.02             1, 11, 12 
3 0.004 8, 9, 6, 4, 5, 3, 2, 1, 7, 10, 11, 12 
 
Table  3.6: Ranking of measurements/tags for Entech data set 
 
3.5.2 Industrial Case Study 2 – Paprican, Canada 
Non negative Matrix Factorization is applied on a data set from an industrial 
boiler process described in section 3.3.2. The schematic for the process is shown in 
Figure  3.9. The data set consists of eleven control error signals for analysis. The control 
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error signals have been mean centered before estimation of their respective power 
spectra. The power spectrum of each measurement is normalized such that the area under 
each curve is unity. The time trends and power spectrum pertaining to each measurement 
is shown in Figure  3.10. The total power plot gives the visualization of all the existing 
frequencies in the plant which here is illustrated in Figure  3.23. We could interpret three 
clear peaks at the frequencies 0.074 min-1, 0.1 min-1 and 0.16 min-1. There are also low 
frequency peaks in the range of 0.009 min-1 – 0.028 min-1.  
 
Figure  3.23: Total power plot for Industrial Boiler process 
 
In case of such an industrial data, wherein the noise and external affects has 
corrupted the measured data, keen observation is required with the use of total power plot 
and PSV’s to visualize power components. The PSV’s for industrial data resulted in three 
power components that could capture most of the variance in the power spectra as shown 
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in Figure  3.24. The decomposition of total power spectra into power components is not 
that efficient as incase of Entech data set. This is due to the presence of harmonics of the 
frequencies which are further corrupted with high amount of noise. The highest peaks 
incase of first and third power components are obtained at 0.074 min-1 and 0.12 min-1 
respectively, whereas incase of second power component, the highest peak is not visible 
clearly and a band of peaks is visible. One more point to be noted here is the presence of 
highest peak at 0.1 min-1 in total power plot whereas incase of first power component the 
highest peak occur at a frequency of 0.074 min-1. This may also occur due to the fact that 
NMF method could only find a local minimal solution of the data set.  
 
 
Figure  3.24: Total power plot and its decomposition using NMF for Industrial Boiler data 
set 
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Figure  3.25: Condensed plot of strength factors associated with three power components 
 
 
Component Frequencies Measurements (ranked in order) 
1 0.074 2, 10, 7, 3, 1, 4, 5, 9, 6, 8, 11 
2 0.01 – 0.015 6, 10, 7, 3, 2, 5, 1, 4, 8, 9,.11 
3 0.12 3, 2, 10, 7, 1, 6, 5, 4, 9, 8, 11 
 
Table  3.7: Ranking of measurements/tags for Industrial Boiler data set 
 
 
In conclusion, we can say that NMF method can perform very well incase of low 
noisy data whereas its performance deteriorates in the presence of high amount of noise 
and external effects. Also, it provides only a locally minimal solution as a result of 
decomposition of the power spectral data matrix into basis shapes and their respective 
weights. To overcome this problem of providing a local minimal solution, a method 
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which can find and reach global minima of the power spectral decomposition is presented 
in next chapter. 
 
3.6 Digraphs based Oscillation detection 
A process plant consists of loops varying from few to thousands in number. It is 
rather a very difficult task to detect all the loops which leads to plant-wide oscillations. 
But, research has progressed well and many techniques have been developed to detect the 
root cause of oscillations. Most of the methods developed are based on routine operating 
data i.e. SP, PV and OP. These methods aim to find the root cause without any 
knowledge about the process. It is always important to use process knowledge when 
dealing with the root cause detection of plant-wide oscillations.  
Thornhill et al.  [58] proposed the use of process understanding when dealing with 
plant-wide oscillations as it enhances the possibility of root cause detection accurately. 
Maurya et al.  [40] proposed the use of graph based approach known as signed digraphs 
to deal with fault detection and safety analysis. More recently, the signed digraph 
approach was used by Jiang  [31] to deal with the problem of plant-wide oscillations. He 
used the method to analyze all the control loops in a plant, and hence named the approach 
as Control loop digraphs. In addition to a data based method, the use of control loop 
digraphs could drastically enhance the probability of being right in the root cause 
detection for plant-wide oscillations. 
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3.6.1 Digraphs and Adjacency Matrix 
A graph is a representation which shows the relationship among different 
variables being analyzed. Set of variables are represented by nodes or points and the 
relationship between them is represented by lines or edges. A process consists of a flow 
of material, energy, etc. This flow could be represented in a meaningful manner by 
directional signs between different variables. The process flow represented by directional 
arrows forms a graph between the variables, and is known as control loop digraphs 
(directional-graphs).  
A simple example from Jiang  [31] explains the meaning of digraphs. Consider 
five nodes which are connected together as shown in Figure  3.26. The most common 
approach to represent a digraph is by Adjacency Matrix. The rows and columns of 
Adjacency Matrix are equal to the number of nodes. If there is an edge or directed line 
from node i to node j, then the entry for this is supposed to be one in adjacency matrix. 
On the contrary, if there is no directed line between node i and j, then the entry is 
supposed to be zero. 
 
Figure  3.26: A simple digraph 
  
a
b d
c e
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Adjacency matrix for the example shown in Figure  3.26 is as shown below: 
 
Figure  3.27: Adjacency matrix for a simple digraph 
 
One of the most useful properties of adjacency matrix which could be used for plant-wide 
oscillations detection is its ability to show the number of k-step edges in the ( ), thi j entry 
of matrix kX . If the entry (2,5) of 2X matrix is considered as shown in Figure  3.28, we 
can see the value of that entry as 2. This represents the number of steps from node b to 
node e are 2, i.e. the two paths { }b c e→ → and { }b d e→ → . The Boolean equivalent 
of the matrix A, can be given as  [36]: 
    ( ) ( )( )
#
#
#
0 if , 0
,
1 if , 0
A i j
A i j
A i j
⎧ =⎪= ⎨ ≠⎪⎩
   … (3.22) 
Reachability matrix shows the inter-relation of each of the variables or the connectivity in 
a digraph. The reachability matrix for a digraph with N nodes can be represented as: 
  ( )#2 3 . . . NR X X X X= + + +    … (3.33) 
Reachability matrix for the five node example considered is also shown in Figure  3.28. 
From matrix R, it can be inferred that node a can reach all the other nodes, but no other 
node can reach node a, and same is the case with other nodes in matrix R. 
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2 3
4 5
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 2
0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 0
X X
X X
R
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥= =⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥= =⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
=
0 0 0
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 
Figure  3.28: Higher powers of Adjacency matrix and Reachability matrix 
 
The methodology of digraphs and adjacency matrix was used by Jiang  [31], but he 
proposed some modifications in the digraph strategies. For plant-wide oscillation 
detection, each of the controllers in a plant is taken as a node. If the controller output of 
node i directly affects the process variable of node j, then such a connection is taken as an 
edge. One more point to be considered here is, the controller output of ith node, firstly 
affects its own process variable then affect other loops. With these modifications, 
digraphs were termed as control loop digraphs in  [31]. Two of the case studies 
considered before are used in the next section to analyze plant-wide oscillations using 
control loop digraphs. 
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3.6.2 Industrial Case Study 1 – Entech Challenge Problem 
The control loop digraph for the Entech challenge problem is shown in 
Figure  3.29. The red lines marked in the figure represent the direct interactions in the 
process. The process consists of twelve control loops wherein hardwood and softwood 
are mixed together to get the desired composition of pulp. Each of the controllers in the 
process is taken as a node. Tag 7 and tag 3 are master and slave controllers respectively 
in the cascade configuration. Tag 3 and tag 6 are ratio controllers onto the master 
controller tag 7. Any change in level of the blend tank affects the flow rate of hardwood 
and softwood from tags 3 & 6 respectively. Change in control output of tag 1 affects the 
process variable of tag 2 and vice versa. Tag 4 & tag 5 are also in same configuration as 
that of tag 1 and tag 2 wherein the change in control output of one affects the process 
variable of other. Also, tag 9 and tag 10 are in cascade configuration. Change of level in 
tag 10 directly affects the flow rate of tag 9. Tag 12, which is the control for final flow 
rate of the desired pulp combination, is having a feed-forward connection from tag 11, 
the control for white water header. 
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Figure  3.29: Control Loop Digraph for Entech Challenge problem 
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The adjacency matrix involving all the directions in the control loop digraph of 
Entech Challenge process is shown in Figure  3.30. As has been described earlier, a 
controller firstly affects it own process variables and then others. Due to this, all the 
diagonal entries are unity in the Adjacency matrix. The reachability matrix for Entech 
Challenge problem is shown in Figure  3.31. It shows the connectivity of all the control 
loops within a plant. The control loop which has the maximum connectivity in the plant, 
it is termed as the most probable element for diagnosis of plant-wide oscillations. In 
Figure  3.31, the loops which have the maximum connectivity are found to be 4th, 5th and 
6th loops. This solution is in contrast to all the oscillation detection methods used in 
earlier sections, wherein loops 1 & 10 are found to be more likely causes for plant-wide 
oscillations. Therefore, a further diagnostic method is needed to figure out the most 
probable root cause. The most efficient method developed till now for diagnosis of 
control loops is based on Higher Order Statistics, developed by Choudhury et al.  [6] 
described in chapter 5. 
 
 
Figure  3.30: Adjacency matrix for Entech Challenge problem 
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Figure  3.31: Reachability matrix for Entech Challenge problem 
 
3.6.3 Industrial Case Study 2 – Paprican, Canada 
The industrial case study of a Power Boiler process, courtesy of Paprican, 
Canada is analyzed using control loop digraphs. The process consists of 12 PID control 
loops. Each of the controllers is taken as a node and the direct interactions between them 
are taken as edges in control loop digraph shown in Figure  3.32. The red lines in the 
figure show the direct interaction between the controllers. Tags 5 and 6 are in cascaded 
configuration. If the controller output of one of them changes, then the process variable 
of other gets affected. Tags 5, 6 and 12 are in ratio control mode, wherein 12 is the 
master and the other two are slaves. Tag 2 also has direct interaction with tags 5 and 6. 
Tag 3 has direct interactions with tags 2, 4, 7 and 11. The adjacency matrix showing all 
of the connections in the control loop digraph is presented in Figure  3.33. As described 
earlier, each of the diagonal is taken as unity as the control output of any controller 
affects its own process variable at first and then affects others. The reachability matrix for 
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Power Boiler process is shown in Figure  3.34, which shows the overall connectivity in 
the plant. The reachability matrix indicates loops 2 (14FC0620), 3 (14FC0922) and 4 
(14FC0902) to have maximum connections in the plant. Therefore, the analysis of the 
Power Boiler process using routine operating data also indicate loop 2 (14FC0620) as the 
most affected loop. The results are in agreement with that of spectral decomposition 
methods. The root cause diagnosis can be done for the suspected loops 2, 3 and 4 using 
Higher Order Statistics, which is presented in chapter 5. One more thing to be noted is, 
the oscillation analysis using digraphs only indicate the loops which are suspected to be 
the root cause and doesn’t point out exactly a particular loop. Thus, the method is used 
only to include the process knowledge for plant-wide oscillations analysis. 
 
3.7 Conclusion 
In this chapter, firstly, the concept of oscillations and plant-wide oscillations are 
explained. This is followed by a complete analysis of plant-wide oscillations using four 
of the methods developed (SPCA, ICA, NMF and Control Loop Digraphs) earlier. Two 
industrial case studies have been used so as to know, which of the developed methods 
perform well. It has been found that although SPCA is the most commonly known 
method to gain information about the number of frequencies affecting a plant, but also 
has a drawback of having negativity in basis shapes. On the other hand, ICA and NMF 
methods overcome the problem of negativity in basis shapes, but they also have their own 
drawbacks. ICA assumes the statistical independence of sources which is difficult to 
verify, whereas NMF can provide only a local minimal solution. Control loop digraphs 
provide process understanding to deal with the problem of plant-wide oscillations. The 
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drawbacks associated with the existing techniques are overcome in the proposed method 
based on Evolutionary Algorithms, described in chapter 4.   
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CHAPTER 4  
 
 
 
OPTIMIZATION BASED PLANT-WIDE 
OSCILLATION DETECTION 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Recall that the degradation in the performance of a plant can be observed in form 
of oscillations in the time trends of measurements. The causes behind the oscillations 
could be improper controller tuning, valve nonlinearities or external oscillatory 
disturbances. Accurate detection and diagnosis of the causes of such oscillations results 
in substantial profit of an industry. Each of the methods described in chapter 3 has a 
drawback associated with them. The drawbacks associated with SPCA are twofold. The 
first is the presence of negativity in the basis shapes whereas the second is its inability to 
analyze the results in space if number of principal components is greater than three. ICA 
poses a strong assumption of statistical independence of sources whereas NMF can 
provide only a local minimal solution to the problem in focus. This chapter proposes a 
new method based on Evolutionary Algorithms (more commonly known as Genetic 
Algorithms) to detect the root cause of plant-wide oscillations. The proposed method 
overcomes the problem of local minimal solution associated with NMF method. One 
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simulation example and two industrial case studies used in chapter 3 shows the efficiency 
of proposed approach over other spectral decomposition methods such as ICA and NMF. 
4.2 Evolutionary Algorithms 
Evolutionary Algorithms (EA’s) are search methods that take their inspiration 
from Darwin’s theory of natural selection and survival of the fittest in the biological 
evolution. EA’s are a blend of Evolutionary Programming (EP), Evolutionary Strategies 
(ES) and Genetic Algorithms (GA). The common idea behind all these techniques is the 
same, i.e., given a population of individuals (known as chromosomes), the environmental 
pressure causes natural selection (survival of the fittest) thereby causing an increase in 
fitness of the population. EA’s have been originally developed to deal with the data in 
binary form and were known as Genetic Algorithms. The ideas of mutation, 
recombination or crossover and selection are used to reach the solution to the problem. 
These strategies altogether come under EP and ES. Later, these ideas were also used to 
deal with real world data. EA’s are more commonly known as Genetic Algorithms as 
each of the individual is considered a gene or chromosome.  
Genetic Algorithm was originally developed by Holland in 1975  [22] which was 
later extended by Goldberg  [17]. Details pertaining to GA’s can be found 
in  [22],  [17],  [42] and  [43]. Man et al.  [37] presented the use of Genetic Algorithms in 
the area of Control, Computational Intelligence, Speech Recognition and 
Communications. Jarvis and Goodacre  [29] proposed the use of GA’s for variable 
selection of spectroscopic data. The use of Genetic Algorithms for matrix factorization 
was first made by Snášel et al.  [49]. They implemented GA for factorizing high 
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dimensional matrices containing binary data so as to achieve dimensionality reduction for 
analysis. The next section presents some important terminology used in Genetic 
Algorithms. 
4.2.1 Terminology of Genetic Algorithms 
In this section, Genetic Algorithms are discussed in detail. The components and 
operators used in GA’s are: 
- Representation: The first and the foremost step when using GA’s is to link GA 
with that of real world. The objects that form the possible solutions in the original 
problem context are known as phenotypes and their encoding or representation in 
GA context is known as genotypes or chromosomes. There are different encoding 
methods such as Binary, Permutation, Value and Simulated Binary. The type of 
encoding selected is based on the problem. 
- Population: The role of population is to represent a set of possible solutions to a 
given problem. A complete set of population forms a unit of evolution. The best 
chromosomes are selected in each generation of GA using the selection criteria 
and seeded for the next generation. The initialization of population could be 
random or may be seeded with potentially good solutions  [50]. The population 
size should be adequate as low population size causes the GA to converge 
prematurely and large population size increases the process time. 
- Fitness Function: It is also called as Evaluation function or Objective function. It 
basically represents the requirements to reach the solution. It forms the basis for 
selection of chromosomes. Each of the chromosomes is assigned a fitness value 
with which it is identified. The chromosomes with higher fitness value are 
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selected, and can proceed to the next generation and form the initial population 
(parent population).  
- Crossover: The crossover operator is also known as recombination. This is the 
most important operator which causes the variation in the population. As the 
name indicates, this operator merges information from two parent chromosomes 
to form two child chromosomes. It is a stochastic operator to which probability is 
assigned. Hence the chromosomes are selected randomly according to the 
assigned probability. The crossover may result in the offspring which may be 
better or worse than parent chromosomes. The worse solutions are discarded 
using selection criteria. The crossover used for binary data is One Point Crossover 
whereas for real valued data Simulated Binary Crossover (SBX) is used. 
- Mutation: It is a unary variation operator which is applied on a chromosome to 
produce a slightly modified child or offspring. Mutation operator is also stochastic 
and it selects chromosomes randomly based on the assigned probability to 
produce offspring of different kind. Generating a child amounts to stepping to a 
new point in the solution space. It is due to this operator that variations in the 
chromosomes are created such that the whole of the solution space is searched so 
as to obtain global minima. 
- Termination Condition: The generational cycle of GA is continued until the 
termination condition is met. Some of the termination conditions commonly used 
are: 
(i) A solution is found which satisfies minimum criteria. 
(ii) Fixed number of generations reached. 
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(iii) The highest ranking solution is obtained, wherein the further increase in 
generations no longer produce better results. 
4.2.2 Selection methods in GA 
 The role of survival selection or environmental selection is to differentiate among 
individuals based on their fitness value or quality. The selection procedure is carried out 
in two stages in GA. One is for the selection of parents based on their fitness value to 
reproduce better offspring whereas the other is for the selection of individuals among the 
offspring based on their fitness value to make them proceed to next generation for 
mating. As the population size at any point of time is constant in GA, the selection of best 
individuals among the offspring replace other chromosomes having a lesser quality in the 
previous pool of parent population. It can be inferred that the selection of chromosomes 
is based on the survival of fittest phenomenon. The most common methods for selection 
are: 
- Roulette Wheel Selection: Each of the chromosomes is assigned a fitness value 
and is represented in form of roulette wheel like pie charts. The chromosomes 
with higher fitness value are assigned larger space in the roulette wheel when 
compared to less fit chromosomes. The roulette wheel is spun and chances of 
chromosomes with higher fitness values occupying larger area on the wheel to get 
selected are more. 
- Tournament Selection: The selection in GA is based on the selection pressure. In 
tournament selection, this selection pressure is created among individuals by 
holding a tournament among s competitors. The winner of this tournament will 
have higher fitness value which is then forwarded to mating pool. Since, the 
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mating pool comprises of all the winners from tournaments, all the succeeding 
generation chromosomes will have better fitness values. Increased selection 
pressure can be provided by increasing the tournament size, as the winner in a 
large sized tournament is better when compared to a winner from a small sized 
tournament. 
- Rank Selection: Each chromosome in the population is assigned a rank according 
to their fitness value. This type of selection method has advantage over roulette 
wheel selection as in this the fittest chromosome is also assigned a rank rather 
than a major portion in roulette wheel. The allotment of major area to the fittest 
individual in roulette wheel selection hinders the possibility of selection of other 
less fit chromosomes thereby leading to reduced genetic diversity. 
- Elitism: In this type of selection, the best chromosome (some of the best 
chromosomes) is copied in the mating pool for the next generation and same 
number of less fit chromosomes is deleted. In this way, the fit chromosomes are 
not lost when performing crossover and mutation. Elitism drastically increases the 
performance of GA as it prevents the loss of best found solutions. 
 
4.2.3 Working of GA 
A simple pseudo code illustrating the working of GA is shown on the next page. 
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Define Objective Function 
Choose initial population 
Evaluate the fitness of each individual according to the objective function 
Repeat  
 Select individuals with best fitness value to reproduce 
 Apply Crossover operator (with crossover probability) 
 Apply Mutation operator (with mutation probability) 
 Evaluate the fitness of each individual offspring 
 Replace the least fit individuals with best ones 
until termination criteria is met 
 
Figure  4.1: Pseudo-code for Genetic Algorithm Implementation 
 
4.3 Proposed Plant-wide Oscillation Detection using GA 
The proposed method of detecting plant-wide oscillations using GA utilizes only 
routine operating data i.e. SP, PV and OP for analysis. The method works on the 
decomposition of spectral data matrix into basis vectors and their corresponding weights. 
Matrix decomposition using GA was firstly done by Snášel et al.  [49] for the 
approximate reconstruction of a matrix containing binary data. In our case, the data 
matrix X consists of real valued entries (spectral data) that are non-negative, which is the 
inherent quality of power spectra. The decomposed matrices also possess non-negative 
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entries to make sense of the basis shapes and their corresponding weights. The data 
matrix X of the order N M×  where ( )M N? , is decomposed using GA as: 
     N M N r r MX W H E× × ×= +    … (4.1) 
Each column of X represents power spectra for individual tags. The matrix W of size N×r 
represents the basis vectors or basis spectral shapes, where r ( )&r N r M<?  is the 
reduced dimension for the approximation of original power spectra matrix. The value for 
the reduced dimension (r) is obtained using pseudo singular values (PSV) described 
further in this section. The matrix H of size r×M represents the basis weights. The matrix 
E represents the residual error of reconstruction of original spectral matrix. Therefore the 
original power spectral matrix X can be approximated as: 
     
1
r
i ik k
k
X W Hμ μ
=
≈ ∑     … (4.2) 
This condition imposed on each of the elements of decomposed matrices W and H can be 
described as { } { }, 0ik kjw h ≥ . The purpose of using GA for decomposition of power 
spectra matrix X is to obtain matrices W and H of reduced dimension that approximately 
reconstruct the original matrix. Implementation of GA requires the initial population 
which can be random or may be seeded with potentially good solutions  [49]. The initial 
population of matrices W and H are thus created using Singular value decomposition 
which is further made random by multiplying each of the basis shapes and weights with 
different random entries. The matrices W and H at initialization are of full dimension i.e. 
r = M, which is finally reduced based on PSV. The objective function used in GA for 
spectral decomposition is based on Euclidean distance minimization between the original 
matrix X and the estimated product of matrices W and H represented as: 
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    ( ) 22 ij ij
ij
X WH X WH− = −∑    … (4.3) 
In other words, the objective function is to minimize the reconstruction error e, between 
the original matrix X and product of matrices W and H represented as: 
     2X WH e− =     … (4.4) 
Based on the initial population created from singular value decomposition of original 
matrix, and objective function presented in Eq. (4.4), the Genetic Algorithm is proposed 
as: 
 
Step 1: Create initial population of N ( )WH chromosomes 
Step 2: Evaluate the fitness of each chromosome according to the objective function (4.4) 
Step 3: Evolve population 
- Select suitable chromosomes (parent chromosomes) for reproduction 
- Apply crossover on selected parent chromosomes w.r.t. crossover probability 
- Apply mutation on selected parent chromosomes w.r.t. mutation probability 
- Migrate offspring chromosomes to the population (parents) for next generation 
Step 4: Evaluate current population based on the objective function 
Step 5: Stop if termination condition is achieved else return to Step 3 
 
Figure  4.2: Pseudo-code for the GA used in plant-wide oscillation detection 
 
 
The flowchart for the pseudo code in Figure  4.2 is illustrated in Figure  4.3. The selection 
procedure used in the proposed GA is based on tournament selection described in section 
4.2.2.  
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Figure  4.3: Flow chart for GA based factorization used in plant-wide oscillation detection 
 
Initialize N (WH) basis shapes and weights 
Evaluate (WH) matrices using objective function 
P_Xover
Perform Crossover, 
Generate child
Perform Mutation, 
Generate child 
Evaluate child population using objective function 
Select best N (WH) matrices from  
parent and child population 
Termination 
Criterion met ?
Stop 
Yes No
Yes
No 
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Simulated Binary Crossover (SBX) is used here which can handle real valued data entries 
with a crossover probability of 0.9. The mutation probability is set to 0.1. The concepts of 
total power plot, pseudo singular values and strength factors developed by Tangirala et 
al.  [52] are used here in combination with GA based factorization of spectral data matrix 
for the detection of plant-wide oscillations.  
The power spectra of individual tags are added at their respective frequencies to 
obtain total power as presented in Eq. (4.5). Total power plot shows all the oscillatory 
frequencies present in a plant.  
     ( ) ( )
1
M
T l j l
j
X f X f
=
= ∑    … (4.5) 
where jX is the power spectrum associated with measurement j.  
The decomposition of power spectral data matrix X into the product of matrices W 
and H can be interpreted as decomposition of total power spectra TX  into spectra like 
power components represented as: 
    ( )
1
for 1,...,
M
k k kj
j
C W H k r
=
= =∑    … (4.6) 
where kC  is the spectrum like power component due to k
th basis shape, kW  is the k
th 
column of W, and kjH is the k
th  element of jth variable corresponding to kW . 
The pseudo singular values (PSV) are used for the determination of basis size. The PSV 
is based on the incremental variance captured by each power component relative to the 
total power. The PSV for jth basis shape can be represented as: 
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( )
2 21
1 12 2
2
2
2
1 2
2
2
for 2,...,
for 1
j j
k k
k k
Tj
T
C C
j M
X
C
j
X
ρ
−
= =
⎧ −⎪⎪ =⎪= ⎨⎪⎪ =⎪⎩
∑ ∑
       … (4.7) 
where kC is the k
th power component and TX is the total power. The PSV is in the range 
of [0 1] with a value closer to 1 indicating strong influence of the corresponding basis 
shape. The PSV’s for all the variables are calculated at once in the order power 
components are obtained and then rearranged in the decreasing order. If the first r power 
components are able to represent total power then the remaining M – r power components 
are set equal to zero. 
The inability of obtained basis weights to indicate the true strength of each power 
component in presence of noise leads to the development of a novel measure known as 
‘Strength Factor’ (SF). The SF can be interpreted as the decomposition of the individual 
spectra into its constituent components as shown in Eq. (4.8). The Strength Factors are 
calculated after reordering basis shapes and corresponding weights in the order PSV’s are 
rearranged. The Strength Factor of kth power component is given as: 
( )
( )
2 2
1
1 12 2
2
2
2
1 1 2
2
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for 2,..., ;
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k k
p pj p pj
p p
jkj
j
j
W H W H
k M j
XSF
W H
k j
X
−
= =
⎧⎪ −⎪ = ∀⎪⎪= ⎨⎪⎪ = ∀⎪⎪⎩
∑ ∑
… (4.8) 
 
 
SF can be analogously represented as PSV. SF lies within the range of [0 1] with a value 
of 1 indicating that kth power component entirely captures the spectral behavior of jth 
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measurement. The summation of SF’s of r reduced components is less than or equal to 
unity i.e. 
1
1
r
lj
k
SF j
=
≤ ∀∑ .  
 
4.4 Case Studies 
This section presents a simulation example and two industrial case studies 
described earlier in chapter 3 to illustrate the efficiency of proposed method. 
4.4.1 Simulation Example 
The example consists of four signals 1 2 3 4, , andx x x x . Each of the signals is 
generated as follows: 
 
[ ] ( ) ( )
[ ] ( ) ( )
[ ] ( )
[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1
2 2
3
4 1 2
0.6sin 2
0.4sin 2
0.3sin 2 0.2sin 2
x n f n d n
x n f n d n
x n d n
x n f n f n d n
π
π
π π
= +
= +
=
= + +
   
where 1 0.004f = and 2 0.03f = . ( )d n is the white noise sequence with unit variance. 
The power spectra of each measurement is found and stored in a matrix as: 
    [ ]1 2 3 4X X X X X=     
The time trends and power spectra of these four signals are shown in Figure  4.4. The data 
matrix X described above is to be decomposed to find the root cause of oscillations. The 
maximum number of generations and population size in GA are chosen as 300 and 200 
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respectively. The pseudo singular values suggest that there are only two power 
components leading to oscillations. The total power and its decomposition using GA 
based factorization are as shown in Figure  4.5.  
 
 
 
Figure  4.4: Time trends and power spectra of four measurement signals 
 
The condensed plot of strength factors and error minimization between the original 
matrix and its reconstruction using GA are shown in Figure  4.6 and Figure  4.7 
respectively. The condensed plot rightly shows the presence of oscillations in individual 
measurements. The first and second measurements completely capture first and second 
power components respectively. The third measurement consists of only noise and hence 
neither component 1 nor component 2 is present in it. The fourth measurement consists of 
both the power components and is clearly seen in Figure  4.6. 
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Figure  4.5: Total power and its decomposition using GA based factorization 
 
 
 
 
Figure  4.6: Condensed plot showing the root cause behind each of the power components 
for four measurement signal 
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The termination criterion for GA is selected as maximum number of generations. A steep 
decrease in reconstruction error with increase in number of generations is clearly seen in 
Figure  4.7. This proves the efficiency of GA to globally search the solution space in order 
to find the best solution. 
 
 
 
 
Figure  4.7: Reconstruction error minimization with increase in number of generations 
 
4.4.2 Industrial Case Study 1 – Entech Challenge Problem 
The case study considered has been described in detail in section 3.3. The process 
is a Challenge problem from Entech Control Inc. wherein the hardwood and softwood 
pulps are mixed to get the desired composition in the mixture. The process consists of 
twelve controllers associated with each control loop. The schematic of the process has 
been shown in section 3.3. Control error signals have been considered in this case study 
for analysis. Power spectra of each of the control error signal has been found and stored 
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in a matrix known as power spectra matrix which is used for the analysis using GA. The 
data pre-processing steps consists of mean centering the control error signals and 
normalizing each of the power spectra such that the area under each curve us unity. The 
time trends and power spectra for the twelve measurements are shown in Figure  3.6.  
The power spectra matrix has been decomposed into basis shapes and their 
corresponding weights using GA based factorization. The maximum number of 
generations and population size were considered to be 100 and 75 respectively. The 
initial population used in GA was taken as the variants of SVD of the power spectra 
matrix. Such a kind of initialization was found to be better than the random initialization. 
The selection in the implemented GA was based on Tournament Selection and the 
termination criteria were set to be maximum number of generations.  
Total number of frequencies leading to plant-wide oscillations was found to be 
two using SPCA and ICA, whereas NMF method could detect the presence of three 
oscillatory frequencies. GA based factorization also detected three frequencies as the 
cause of oscillations in the whole plant. This detection was based on the estimated pseudo 
singular values. The three oscillatory frequencies were found to be 0.002 min-1 (period of 
500 min), 0.02 min-1 (period of 50 min) and 0.004 min-1 (period of 250 min). The total 
power and its decomposition into constituent power components is as shown in 
Figure  4.8. These power components form the basis shapes of the decomposed matrices. 
The estimated strength factors represent the weights corresponding to the basis shapes. 
Only three power components could approximately reconstruct the original power spectra 
matrix.  
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Figure  4.8: Total power plot and its decomposition using GA based factorization 
 
 
 
Figure  4.9: Condensed plot of strength factors for Entech data set 
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The strength factors relative to these power components are plotted in form of 
stacked bar chart as shown in Figure  4.9. This condensed plot of stacked bars illustrates 
the dominance of each of the three power components in individual measurements. The 
exact ranking of loops based on the presence of oscillatory frequencies is shown in 
Table  4.1. There is a difference in ranking of tags when compared to that of NMF 
method. This difference is due to the fact that NMF method can obtain only local minima 
whereas GA based factorization search for the global minima in the solution search 
space. The minimization of reconstruction error with increase in the number of maximum 
generations is illustrated in Figure  4.10.  
 
Component Frequencies Measurements (ranked in order) 
1 0.002 10, 7, 3, 5, 4, 12, 6, 9, 8, 2, 11, 1 
2 0.02             1, 11, 12, 8, 4, 5, 6, 10, 9, 7, 3, 2 
3 0.004 8, 9, 6, 4, 5, 3, 11, 12, 7, 10, 1, 2 
 
Table  4.1: Ranking of measurements/tags of Entech data set using GA based factorization 
 
The comparison of GA based factorization with ICA and NMF could only be 
made on the basis of reconstruction error i.e. how best the decomposed matrices W and H 
could reconstruct the original power spectra matrix X. The SPCA has not been considered 
for comparison due to the presence of negativity in their estimated basis shapes. The bar 
chart in Figure  4.11 shows norm 2 of error matrix E obtained using each of the methods 
ICA, NMF and GA. The reconstruction error obtained using GA based factorization is 
drastically less when compared to that of NMF and ICA. 
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Figure  4.10: Reconstruction error minimization with increase in number of generations 
 
 
Figure  4.11: Norm 2 of reconstruction error matrix for Entech Challenge problem 
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The ICA method is also having considerably less reconstruction error compared to NMF 
due to its ability to reach global minima. This shows the efficiency of GA based 
factorization over ICA and NMF to deal with the problem of plant-wide oscillation 
detection using spectral decomposition technique. 
 
4.4.3 Industrial Case Study 2 – Paprican, Canada 
GA based factorization has been implemented on an industrial boiler process. The 
process has been described in detail in section 3.3.2 and the schematic of process is 
shown in Figure  3.9. There are eleven controllers associated with each of the control 
loop. The data used for the analysis of plant-wide oscillation detection is the control error 
signals. The data pre-processing steps consists of mean centering the control error signals 
to remove outliers and normalization of estimated power spectra such that the area under 
each curve is unity. Time trends and power spectra for these eleven control error signals 
has been illustrated in Figure  3.10.  
GA based factorization is used for the decomposition of power spectral data 
matrix into its constituent basis shapes and their corresponding basis weights. The 
maximum number of generations and population size for the GA based factorization is 
set as 250 and 200 respectively. The initialization population of GA is taken as the 
random variants of SVD due to its improved performance. The selection of parents and 
healthy offsprings in GA is based on Tournament Selection. The termination criterion is 
set as the maximum number of generations.  
Decomposition of spectral matrix using GA based factorization resulted in three 
power components. This selection is made, as the pseudo singular values beyond three 
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are insignificant and can be neglected. The total power and its decomposition using GA 
based factorization are as shown in Figure  4.12. There are three high peaks in the first 
power component which were also obtained in ICA and NMF. These peaks are present at 
the frequencies of 0.0074 min-1, 0.1 min-1 and 0.16 min-1, wherein the peak at 0.1 min-1 
(period of 10 min) is highest. In second and third power components, peaks are obtained 
at the frequencies of 0.014 min-1 (period of 71.42 min) and 0.12 min-1 (period of 8.33 
min) respectively. There is a change in frequency at which peaks occur using GA based 
factorization compared to that of NMF. This is due to the ability of GA to search 
globally, rather than getting stucked at local minima of solution search space as that of 
NMF.  
 
Figure  4.12: Total power and its decomposition using GA based factorization for 
Industrial Boiler data set 
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Thus three power components could capture maximum variance leading to plant-
wide oscillations. The task of finding out the root cause loop is achieved using the 
strength factors. The strength factors represent the basis weights corresponding to three 
power components. The condensed plot of stacked bars illustrating the strength factors in 
each measurement is shown in Figure  4.13. It can be seen that three power components 
could capture appreciable amount of variance. This was not detected using NMF as can 
be seen in Figure  3.25. The dominance of first power component can be seen in tags 2 
and 10. The exact ranking of loops according to the dominance of each power component 
is presented in Table  4.2. 
 
 
Figure  4.13: Condensed plot showing dominance of strength factors for Industrial Boiler 
data set 
 
 
The frequency forming the second power component occurred as a band which was 
unclear using NMF, but GA based factorization rightly finds the exact frequency as 0.014 
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min-1 and also finds the root loop affected by this frequency. The minimization of 
reconstruction error between the original power spectra matrix X and the decomposed 
matrices W & H is illustrated in Figure  4.14. This error is calculated using Norm 2 of the 
error matrix E which is the objective function in GA based factorization. There is always 
a decrease in error with increase in maximum number of generations. Thus choosing right 
number of initial population and maximum generations is important in GA based 
factorization. 
 
Component Frequencies Measurements (ranked in order) 
1 0.1 2, 10, 7, 1, 3, 4, 6, 5, 8, 9, 11 
2 0.014 5, 11, 6, 3, 7, 2, 8, 1, 4, 9,.10 
3 0.12 8, 4, 9, 10, 1, 6, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11 
 
Table  4.2: Ranking of the loops for Industrial Boiler Process using GA based 
factorization 
 
The comparison of GA based factorization with that of ICA and NMF for 
Industrial Boiler Process can be done on the basis of Norm 2 of error matrix E. This 
comparison is represented in form of a bar chart as shown in Figure  4.15. Similar to the 
previous case study, reconstruction error obtained using GA based factorization is 
extremely less when compared to that of ICA and NMF. The only reason behind 
increased reconstruction error using NMF is its inability to find global minima. Due to 
this reason, the error obtained using ICA is also less when compared to that of NMF. 
Proofs regarding ICA searching for global minima are present in the literature  [65]. 
Despite the property of ICA reaching global minima, it still has a drawback of statistical 
independence of sources which is very difficult to achieve. 
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Figure  4.14: Reconstruction error minimization obtained for Industrial Boiler data set 
 
 
 
Figure  4.15: Norm 2 of reconstruction error matrix for Industrial Boiler data set 
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GA based factorization neither consider any statistical independence of sources as 
that of ICA nor gets stuck in the local minima as NMF. This proves the efficiency of GA 
based factorization over ICA and NMF. 
4.5 Conclusion 
To overcome the drawback associated with ICA and NMF, this chapter presents a 
new approach namely Genetic Algorithm (GA) based factorization to deal with the 
problem of plant-wide oscillations. Firstly, necessary background required for 
Evolutionary Algorithms is presented. This follows by the explanation of general 
working of GA’s. Later, a novel GA algorithm is formulated to handle spectral 
decomposition task. GA based factorization has the ability to provide the global minimal 
solution. Indeed, a simulation example and two industrial case studies are presented to 
illustrate the efficiency of the proposed method. Performance comparison of GA based 
factorization with that of ICA and NMF is also presented highlighting the benefits of the 
new approach to provide better diagnosis results. 
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CHAPTER 5  
 
 
 
DIAGNOSIS OF PLANT-WIDE OSCILLATIONS 
 
5.1 Introduction 
As stated earlier, oscillations in the measurements represent deterioration in the 
performance of a plant. The reason for the occurrence of oscillations could be either 
improper controller tuning, nonlinearities in control valve or external perturbations. The 
accurate detection of the root cause or the main problematic loops is achieved using GA 
based factorization method described in the previous chapter. Accurate root cause 
detection is achieved due to the ability of GA based factorization to search the solution 
space globally. Furthermore, the identification of the reason behind the poor performance 
of the loop detected as root cause is equally crucial. This chapter uses a method based on 
Higher Order Statistics (HOS)  [6] to differentiate the oscillations occurring due to 
nonlinearities in valves from that of improper controller tuning and external disturbances. 
The efficiency of HOS approach to diagnose the root cause is illustrated using an 
example and two industrial case studies. The simulation example illustrates the efficiency 
of HOSA to deal with both strong and mild nonlinearities. 
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5.2 Higher Order Statistics (HOS) 
Digital signal processing is an important area used for the analysis of data to 
identify hidden information in the measurements. It is rather important to convert the 
measurements from time domain to frequency domain to obtain complete hidden signal 
characteristics. This can be achieved by the use of a simple tool known as Discrete 
Fourier Transform (DFT). The linearity and Gaussianity of a signal can be conveniently 
studied using the first and second order statistics such as mean, variance, autocovariance, 
power spectrum, etc. In practice, there are many situations where the process deviates 
from linearity and Gaussianity  [6]. The hidden knowledge of such processes which are 
nonlinear and non-Gaussian can be obtained using third order statistics and above. The 
statistics greater than second order is known as Higher Order Statistics. 
The concept of Higher Order Statistics was originally developed by Rosenblatt 
and Van Ness  [48]. Further advancements were made by Kim and Powers  [33], 
Hinich  [21], Rao and Gabr  [47] and Nikias and Petropulu  [44]. The most important of the 
higher order statistics consists of bispectrum and trispectrum which are frequency domain 
counterparts of third and fourth order moments or cumulants. The estimation of 
bispectrum is just an extension of power spectrum estimation. The values of bispectrum 
are not bounded, and hence, its normalization is termed as bicoherence. The estimation of 
bicoherence is mainly addressed in Collis et al.  [8]. Choudhury et al.  [6] used HOS for 
the analysis of non-Gaussianity and nonlinearity of a signal. They also developed two 
new indices termed as non-Gaussianity index (NGI) and nonlinearity index (NLI) for the 
diagnosis of plant-wide oscillations. 
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5.2.1 Bispectrum 
The presence of nonlinearity in the measurements could be conveniently studied 
using bispectrum which is the frequency domain counterpart of third order moment or 
cumulant. The bispectrum is defined as  
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )*1 2 3 1 2 1 2 1 2, ,B f f DDFT c E X f X f X f fτ τ ⎡ ⎤≡ +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦?  … (5.1) 
where DDFT stands for double discrete Fourier transformation, ( )X f is DFT of the 
measurement signal and * represents complex conjugate. Eq. (5.1) illustrates that 
bispectrum is dependent on both frequencies 1f  and 2f thereby having magnitude and 
phase. The bispectrum is visualized in a three dimensional figure against the frequencies 
1f  and 2f . Similar to the power spectra which is redundant above Nyquist frequency, 
bispectrum is also redundant in twelve planes. So, in order to obtain the correct 
information conveyed by bispectrum, it is enough to visualize it in only a single plane of 
symmetry known as principal domain.  
Figure  5.1 shows the triangular region (OAB) which is the non-redundant 
principal domain of bispectrum. This is sometimes divided into two triangles known as 
inner triangle (OAC) and outer triangle (ABC). The bispectrum ( )1 2,B f f at point ( )1 2,f f
measures the interaction between the signal components at frequencies 1f and 2f . This 
interaction can be related to nonlinearities present in the signal generating systems  [15].  
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Figure  5.1: Principal domain of the bispectrum 
 
5.2.2 Bicoherence 
It has been shown in Eq. (5.1) that the estimation of bispectrum is dependent on 
first order spectral properties like DFT. This means that variance of the estimated 
bispectrum would be dependent on second order spectral property i.e. power spectrum 
and can be represented as 
  ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2 1 2ˆvar ,B f f P f P f P f f∝ +   … (5.2) 
The variance of the estimated bispectrum will be uneven and higher where the spectral 
energy is high and low where the spectral energy is low. To overcome this issue, it has 
been suggested by Hinich  [21] to normalize the bispectrum so as to make the bispectrum 
variance independent of the signal energies as shown in Eq. (5.3). 
   ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
2
1 22
1 2
1 2 1 2
,
,
E B f f
s f f
E P f E P f E P f f
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
+⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
?   … (5.3) 
O (0, 0) A (f1/2, 0) 
B (f1/3, f1/3) 
C (f1/4, f1/4) 
 f2/3 
 f2/2 
 f1/4 
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This normalization represented by ( )2 1 2,s f f is known as skewness function. This 
function successfully removes the undesirable variance properties but also has a 
drawback associated with it. This drawback can be visualized as unboundedness of the 
magnitude of skewness function. This skewness function was modified by Choudhury et 
al.  [6] and can be represented as 
   ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
2
1 22
1 2 2 2
1 2 1 2
,
,
B f f
bic f f
E X f X f E X f f⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
?  … (5.4) 
where bic is the bicoherence function. The squared bicoherence represented in Eq. (5.4) 
is bounded in the range of [0, 1]. This has been proved in  [6] using Cauchy – Schwartz 
inequality.  
 
5.3 Estimation of Squared Bicoherence 
The estimation of squared bicoherence in Eq. (5.4) involves the estimation of 
bispectrum and then normalizing it. The estimation can be done in two ways. The first 
approach involves the estimation of third order cumulants and then finding their DFT to 
convert them into frequency domain. This method is called as indirect method for 
bispectrum estimation. The second approach for estimation of bispectrum is based on 
segment averaging method, an extension for Welch’s periodogram for spectral 
estimation, and is called as direct method for bispectrum estimation. Most commonly, 
direct method of bispectrum estimation is used.  
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The steps for the estimation of squared bicoherence are as follows: 
(a) Divide the data series ( ) , 0,1,..., 1x k k N= − into K segments such that length of 
each segment is M. These segments can overlap to provide unbiased and 
consistent estimate. Thus K N M≥ and ith segment is ( ) , 0,1,..., 1ix k k M= − . 
(b) Calculate the mean iμ of each segment and subtract it from each sample of 
respective segments to make each segment mean centered at zero. 
     ( )1
0
1 M
i i
k
x k
M
μ −
=
= ∑     … (5.5) 
     ( ) ( )i i ix k x k μ′ = −    … (5.6) 
(c) Multiply each of the mean centered segment ix ′with a window function ( )w k . 
This is done to prevent any spectral leakage into adjacent frequency channels. It 
has been found that Hamming window gives the best results to resolve the 
spectral peak  [15]. 
     ( ) ( ) ( )i ix k w k x k′′ ′=    … (5.7) 
(d) Compute the DFT for each segment ( )iX f  
     ( ) ( )1 2 /
0
M
j kf M
i i
k
X f x k e π
− −
=
′′= ∑   … (5.8) 
where f is the discrete frequency. The bispectrum for each segment is then 
estimated as 
    ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )*1 2 1 2 1 2ˆ ,i i i iB f f X f X f X f f= +   … (5.9) 
(e) The squared bicoherence function can be calculated as 
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   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
2*
1 2 1 22
1 2 2 2
1 2 1 2
,
E X f X f X f f
bic f f
E X f X f E X f f
⎡ ⎤+⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
?  … (5.10) 
(f) The expectation operator is now removed and replaced with number of data 
segments 
  ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
2
*
1 2 1 2
12
1 2
2 2
1 2 1 2
1 1
1
ˆ ,
1 1
M
i i i
i
M M
i i i
i i
X f X f X f f
M
bic f f
X f X f X f f
M M
=
= =
+
+
∑
∑ ∑
?   … (5.11) 
Eq. (5.11) is the standard equation for the estimation of squared bicoherence but it 
has been found that the occurrence of small values in denominator leads to the presence 
of small spurious peaks in the bicoherence plot. To overcome this issue, it has been 
suggested in  [5] to add a dynamic constant ε  to the denominator of Eq. (5.11). 
 ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
2
*
1 2 1 2
12
1 2
2 2
1 2 1 2
1 1
1
ˆ ,
1 1
M
i i i
i
M M
i i i
i i
X f X f X f f
M
bic f f
X f X f X f f
M M
ε
=
= =
+
+ +
∑
∑ ∑
?       … (5.12) 
The value of ε  is obtained automatically by choosing it as the maximum of Pth percentile 
of the calculated values of the denominator in Eq. (5.11). If it has been assumed that 
25 % of the values in the denominator of Eq. (5.11) consists of peaks, then P can be 
chosen as 75th percentile  [5]. Thus, the squared bicoherence is estimated in this work by 
using Eq. (5.12). In the next section, two new indices non-Gaussianity Index (NGI) and 
nonlinearity index (NLI), developed by Choudhury et al.  [5] are described to test the 
Gaussianity and linearity of a time series. 
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5.4 Test of Gaussianity and Linearity of a signal 
The examination of non-Gaussianity and nonlinearity of a time series serves as a 
helpful diagnostic tool to study its performance. The earlier proposed methods used 
Sample interquartile range  [21] and Hotelling-T2 test  [47] of the skewness function to test 
signal’s linearity. Choudhury et al. (2004b)  [6], proposed the use of bicoherence based 
chi-square test to study signal’s nonlinearity. They proposed this statistical test in two 
indices known as Non-Gaussianity index (NGI) and nonlinearity index (NLI). 
The squared bicoherence for a linear signal is independent of frequencies 1f and 
2f and could be either zero or a non-zero constant. If the squared bicoherence is zero, 
then the signal is Gaussian and the process is linear whereas, if the squared bicoherence is 
a non-zero constant, then the signal is non-Gaussian and the process is linear  [6]. The 
statistical chi-square based hypothesis test incorporates the use of average squared 
bicoherence over the principal domain to examine the importance of bicoherence 
magnitude at each individual bifrequency. The statistical test can be formulated as 
  ( )
2
2
1 2, 2
cP bic f f
K
χ
α α⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪> =⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
    … (5.13) 
where 
2
c χα is the critical value obtained from central chi-square distribution table for a 
critical value of α = 0.05 with two degrees of freedom and K is the number of segments 
used for bicoherence estimation. Here the degrees of freedom are taken as two since the 
squared bicoherence also depends on two frequencies 1f and 2f .  
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The proposed non-Gaussianity index (NGI) to test the signal’s Gaussianity can be 
defined as  [5] 
    
22
NGI
2
significantbic c
L KL
χ
α−∑?    … (5.14) 
where 2significantbic are the squared bicoherence values which satisfy Eq. (5.13) and L is the 
number of  2significantbic values. In a simplified way, the values that satisfy Eq. (5.13) can be 
evaluated using ( )
2
2
1 2, 2
cbic f f
K
χ
α> . In this way, the signal’s Gaussianity is tested at a 
confidence interval of α . The values of NGI are in the range of [-1, 1]. If the values of 
NGI ≤  0, then it is concluded that the signal is Gaussian whereas if NGI > 0, it is 
concluded that the signal is non-Gaussian.  
If the signal is found to be non-Gaussian, then it is tested for linearity. As 
described earlier, if the signal is non-Gaussian and linear then the magnitude of squared 
bicoherence will be a non-zero constant. This means that the variance of the squared 
bicoherence will be zero. To test the signal’s nonlinearity, the proposed index can be 
defined as 
( )22 2 ˆmax ,ˆ ˆNLI 2robust bic robustbic bic σ− +?   … (5.15) 
where 2maxˆbic is the maximum value of estimated bicoherence, 
2ˆ
robustbic and 2ˆ ,bic robustσ are 
robust mean and robust standard deviation respectively. Here the robust values of squared 
bicoherence are extracted by removing the largest and smallest Q % and the value of Q is 
taken as 10. The robust mean and robust standard deviation values are calculated to get 
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rid of spurious peaks in the estimated bicoherence. Just as the NGI is in the range of 
[ ]1, 1− , NLI also lies in the same range. If the calculated NLI ≤0, the signal is confirmed 
to be linear whereas if NLI > 0 the signal is confirmed to be nonlinear. In practice it is 
difficult to attain the critical value of zero, hence the critical values can be taken as low 
values depending upon the data length  [7] as described in Table  5.1.  
Data Length NGIcric  N L Icric  
4096 0.001 0.01 
2048 0.002 0.02 
1024 0.004 0.04 
 
Table  5.1: Critical values for NGI and NLI 
 
To compare the nonlinearity between different time series, a new index known as 
Total Nonlinearity Index (TNLI) is proposed in  [5] and can be defined as 
2TNLI significantbic∑?    … (5.16) 
where 2significantbic are the squared bicoherence values which satisfy Eq. (5.13). The index 
TNLI is proposed, as the index NLI finds the nonlinearity only for the maximum 
bicoherence peak and not the overall nonlinear interactions among the frequencies. The 
value of TNLI is bounded between 0 and L where L is the number of 2significantbic values.  
If the signal is found to be non-Gaussian and nonlinear using Eq’s. (5.14) and 
(5.15), the probable cause of oscillations would be nonlinearity in the valve like stiction, 
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backlash, deadband, etc.  If the signal is concluded to be linear, then the probable cause 
could be improper controller tuning or external disturbance. The method for testing the 
non-Gaussianity and nonlinearity of the signal can be summarized in the form of a 
flowchart shown in Figure  5.2,  [7].  
 
Figure  5.2: Flow diagram for the detection of loop nonlinearity 
 
5.5 Case Studies 
In this section, the efficiency of squared bicoherence to detect nonlinearities 
present in a signal is illustrated using an example and two industrial case studies. 
5.5.1 Example: Bicoherence of a Nonlinear Sinusoid Signal with Noise  [5] 
The input signals &x y are created by adding two sinusoids having different 
frequency and phase. They can be represented as 
Poorly performing control loop 
data (SP, PV, OP) 
Calculate NGI (use SP-PV) 
NGI > NGIcric ?
Non-Gaussian Gaussian, Linear 
NLI > NLIcric ? 
Non-Gaussian, 
Linear 
Calculate NLI 
Nonlinear 
Yes 
Yes 
No
No 
Possible Causes: 
- Improper Controller Tuning 
- External oscillatory disturbances 
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( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1 2 2
2
sin 2 sin 2
l
x k f k f k
x k x k d k
y k x k n x k d k
π φ π φ′ = + + +
′= +
′ ′= + +
  … (5.17) 
where 1 2 1 20.12, 0.30, 3, 8, lf f nφ π φ π= = = = is factor that represents the amount of 
nonlinearity present and ( )d k  is the white noise signal with variance 0.04. The 
frequencies are normalized such that 1sf = . The presence of square term in the signal y 
will introduce phase coupling. Six possible peaks at ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 2 2 1 2, , , , , ,f f f f f f
( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1, , , and ,2f f f f f f f f f f− − + − will be obtained due to nonlinear frequency 
couplings depending upon the contribution of nonlinear factor ln . 
Mild Nonlinearity 
In this case, the amount of induced nonlinearity is small such that ln = 0.05. The time 
trends, power spectra and squared bicoherence of x and y are shown in Figure  5.3. The 
visualization of time trends and power spectra in the left most and middle panels couldn’t 
let us differentiate between the two signals. The three dimensional squared bicoherence 
plots in the right most panel clearly shows the nonlinearities present in signal y. 
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Figure  5.3: HOS analysis for the linear signal and nonlinear signal with mild nonlinearity 
 
For the linear signal, the value obtained for NGI = 0 which means the signal is 
Gaussian and also linear. The last figure in first row of Figure  5.3 also shows the flat 
squared bicoherence which signifies the Gaussianity of the linear signal. On the contrary, 
the nonlinear signal is having NGI = 0.41 and NLI = 0.61 which clearly indicates that the 
signal is non-Gaussian and nonlinear. The squared bicoherence plot consists of four 
peaks at bifrequencies (0.12,0.12), (0.12,0.18), (0.30,0.30) and (0.12,0.30) corresponding 
to ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2, , , , , and ,f f f f f f f f f− . The other two peaks at ( )2 1 1 2,f f f f− +  and 
( )2 1 1, 2f f f− are not visible due to their small magnitude for ln = 0.05.  
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Strong Nonlinearity 
The amount of nonlinearity induced in this case is 25 % i.e. ln = 0.25. The time 
trends, power spectra and squared bicoherence of the linear signal and the nonlinear 
signal with strong nonlinearity are shown in Figure  5.4. As seen in the earlier case, the 
time trends of both signals couldn’t let us differentiate between the two signals. The 
presence of three more small peaks in the power spectrum of nonlinear signal at 
frequencies 0.18, 0.24 and 0.42 indicates the strong presence of nonlinearity. The HOS 
analysis for nonlinear signal with strong nonlinearity possess NGI = 0.74 and NLI = 0.93 
which clearly indicate the increase in nonlinearity.  
 
 
Figure  5.4: HOS analysis for the linear signal and nonlinear signal with strong 
nonlinearity 
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The squared bicoherence plot for the nonlinear signal with strong nonlinearity 
clearly illustrates the presence of all six peaks at (0.12,0.12), (0.12,0.18), (0.30,0.30), 
(0.12,0.30), (0.18,0.24) and (0.42,0.18) corresponding to bifrequencies ( )1 1, ,f f
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1, , , , , , , 2f f f f f f f f f f− − and ( )1 2 2 1,f f f f+ − . In essence, it is 
clearly understood that the squared bicoherence could clearly indicate the interactions 
among different frequencies that leads to nonlinearity in a signal.  
 
5.5.2 Industrial Case Study 1 – Entech Challenge Problem 
The case study described in section 3.3.1 consists of a paper and pulp process 
wherein the hardwood and softwood are mixed to get the desired composition. The 
schematic of the process is shown in Figure  3.5. The time trends and power spectra of 12 
tags have been illustrated in Figure  3.6. It was found that the three frequencies at 0.02 
min-1, 0.002 min-1 and 0.004 min-1 lead to plant-wide oscillations. The proposed GA 
based optimization method described in chapter 4 found the loops 10, 1 and 8 as root 
causes behind plant-wide oscillations associated with the frequencies 0.002 min-1, 0.02 
min-1 and 0.004 min-1 respectively. Now, we will diagnose these loops to find the reason 
behind their oscillations using higher order statistics based squared bicoherence. 
Figure  5.5 shows the squared bicoherence for the loops 1, 8 and 10 in order. The 
flow controller of loop 1, affected by the frequency 0.02 min-1 has flat squared 
bicoherence as can be seen in Figure  5.5 (a).  
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(a) Squared bicoherence for loop 1 
 
(b) Squared bicoherence for loop 8 
 
(c) Squared bicoherence for loop 10 
 
Figure  5.5: Higher order statistical analysis for Entech data set 
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The HOS analysis for loop 1 resulted in NGI = 0, which means the loop is linear and 
according to the flow chart proposed by Choudhury et al. (2006)  [7], in Figure  5.2 the 
possible cause is improper controller tuning as has also been confirmed in  [59]. 
Figure  5.5 (b) shows the squared bicoherence for loop 8 affected by the frequency 0.004 
min-1. The careful examination of power spectra of loop 8 in figure 3.6 shows that it is 
affected by both frequencies 0.002 min-1 and 0.004 min-1. The HOS analysis results 
shows that NGI = 0.4252 and NLI = 0.6974 which is also clearly seen as a sharp peak in 
Figure  5.5 (b). This shows that loop 8 fails to regulate the flow through it due to the 
presence of nonlinearity as has also been confirmed in  [59] and  [52]. The squared 
bicoherence for level controller identified as loop 10, affected by the frequency 0.002 
min-1 is as shown in Figure  5.5 (c). The values for NGI and NLI obtained using HOS 
analysis of loop 10 are 0.17 and 0.22 respectively. This shows that the loop is suffering 
from nonlinearity in the valve and probable cause could be stiction, backlash, etc. Thus, 
the HOS analysis for Entech data set correctly identifies the persisting problems in the 
loops identified as root cause. 
 
5.5.3 Industrial Case Study 2 – Paprican, Canada 
The process described in section 3.3.2 is of a boiler process provided by 
Paprican, Canada. The process consists of 11 controllers associated with each control 
loop and schematic of the process is shown in Figure  3.9. The time trends and power 
spectra for each of the control loops have been illustrated in Figure  3.10. The analysis of 
this data set using proposed GA based plant-wide oscillation detection resulted in three 
frequencies. 
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 The loops identified as root causes of plant-wide oscillations are 2, 5 and 8 each 
associated with the frequency 0.1 min-1, 0.014 min-1 and 0.12 min-1 respectively. The 
squared bicoherence for the three loops are shown in Figure  5.6. Loop 2 associated with 
the frequency 0.1 min-1 is analyzed using HOS and it is found that NGI = 0. The flatness 
in the squared bicoherence plot of Figure  5.6 (a) also concludes the same. Thus, there is 
no nonlinearity associated with loop 2 and it is Gaussian and linear. The probable cause 
of oscillations associated with loop 2 with reference to Figure  5.2 could be either 
improper controller tuning or external disturbances. 
The middle panel of Figure  5.6 shows the squared bicoherence for loop 5. The 
frequency associated with the oscillations caused by this loop was found to be 
-10.014 min . A peak in the squared bicoherence plot signifies the presence of nonlinearity 
in the loop. The implementation of HOS analysis for loop 5 resulted in NGI = 0.2433 and 
NLI = 0.3378. This clearly shows the presence of nonlinearity in the valve. In Figure  5.6 
(c), the squared bicoherence for loop 8 is shown. The plot shows the corruption of data 
with relatively high amount of noise. The frequency associated with loop 8 was found to 
be 0.12 min-1. The HOS analysis resulted in the values of NGI and NLI as 0.2725 and 
0.4257 respectively. The presence of nonlinearity even in this loop is confirmed by the 
analysis made using HOS.  
The diagnosis of the industrial boiler set using HOS found the nonlinearities in 
loops 5 and 8. Also, the diagnosis showed that loop 2 is linear and probable cause could 
be either improper controller tuning or external disturbances. The linearity of loop 2 and 
nonlinearity in loop 8 is also confirmed by the plant personnel. 
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(a) Squared bicoherence for loop 2 
 
(b) Squared bicoherence for loop 5 
 
(c) Squared bicoherence for loop 8 
Figure  5.6: Higher order statistical analysis for Industrial Boiler data set 
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5.6 Conclusion 
To complete the methodology of detection and diagnosis of plant-wide 
oscillations, the subject of diagnosis for the loops identified as root causes has been dealt 
within this chapter on the basis of Higher Order Statistical Analysis (HOSA). This 
chapter starts with introduction to HOS. This is followed by in detail explanation of two 
most important statistical quantities known as Bispectrum and Bicoherence which could 
help in the diagnosis of root cause. The drawback of bispectrum is found to be 
unboundedness of its magnitude. This problem is dealt in  [6] by developing a measure 
known as bicoherence whose magnitude is bounded in the range of 0 to 1. Later, the 
procedure for estimation of squared bicoherence is explained with emphasis on the 
removal of spurious peaks. Two important measures known as non-Gaussianity index 
(NGI) and nonlinearity index (NLI) based on squared bicoherence are presented which 
were originally developed by Choudhury et al. (2008)  [5] to measure the Gaussianity and 
linearity of loops identified as root cause. The chapter ends with the implementation of 
HOSA to an example and two industrial case studies presented earlier. In conclusion, 
HOSA was able to differentiate the presence of oscillations in loops due to nonlinearity in 
valve or improper controller tuning and external oscillatory disturbances. 
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CHAPTER 6  
 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
6.1 Conclusion 
The work presented in this thesis focuses upon performance monitoring of 
controllers in a plant. Precisely, the aim is to develop a non-invasive methodology which 
could detect and diagnose the occurrence of oscillations in the whole plant. The proposed 
methodology is completely data based and could work based on routine operating data. 
Existing methods in the literature to deal with the problem of plant-wide oscillations has 
been studied in detail via extensive simulations on examples and industrial case studies in 
order to understand their shortcomings. Of these methods, three are data based (SPCA, 
ICA and NMF) and one is based upon the process understanding (Control loop digraphs). 
The data based methods presented utilizes the concept of spectral decomposition into 
basis shapes and their respective basis weights.  
Although Spectral Principal Component Analysis is regarded as the most common 
method to detect plant-wide oscillations, it suffers from a drawback of negativity in basis 
shapes. To overcome the negativity issue in basis shapes, ICA and NMF methods were 
proposed but also have drawbacks associated with them.  The ICA method imposes the 
assumption of statistical independence of sources which is often very difficult to verify. 
NMF method doesn’t impose any such assumption but has a problem of getting stucked 
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in the local minimal solution. In this thesis, a GA based optimization method is proposed 
to deal with the problem of local minimal solution by searching the solution space 
globally. The proposed GA based method can detect plant-wide oscillations efficiently 
and its performance is found to be significantly improved in terms of spectral 
reconstruction of the original matrix.  
In order to complete the methodology, the loops identified as root causes of plant-
wide oscillations are diagnosed further utilizing the concept of Higher Order Statistics 
developed earlier in the literature  [6]. This can identify the persisting problem in the 
loops identified as root causes of plant-wide oscillations. 
 
6.2 Recommendations for Future Research 
Plant-wide oscillation is one of the important aspects of the Plant Performance 
Monitoring and Assessment. This is an emerging field in the current scenario which has 
been developed to a large extent but still some of the areas are to be explored. Following 
are some of the recommendations for future research: 
(a) Alternative optimization techniques such as Simulated Annealing and Particle 
Swarm Optimization can also be explored to deal with the problem of plant-wide 
oscillation detection. 
(b) The present work considers the dynamics of the plant to be linear and presence of 
nonlinearity in valve. Two more cases could be studied wherein the first case 
considers the nonlinear dynamics of a plant and nonlinearity in valves and second 
case considers linear dynamics of plant and linearity in valves. 
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(c) There is always an assumption of external disturbance to be linear, but there is a 
possibility of nonlinear disturbance entering from either upstream or downstream 
of the process. This work can be extended to study the effects of nonlinear 
external disturbances. 
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